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CPPC
Sponsors
Extern
Program
By BILL FROUDE
Career Planning and
Placement Center
This spring, the Career Planning & Placement Center
launched a new extern program
to give students short-term exposure to employers within their
fields of Interest. Externshlps
usually last anywhere from a
day to a week and are done on a
purely volunteer hasls for both
the student and the employer
(Internships, on the other hand,
are much longer — during the
summer or semester — and are
arranged through academic departments). The externshlps are
conducted during the "breaks"
In the academic calendar.
During spring break, seniors
Tracey McGregor. Ayme Curlee.
Theresa Saklewlcz and Junior.
Mlchele Heny, took advantage of
the program and were matched
with employers.
Tracey spent time In the
Toxicology Dept. of Roche
Biomedlcal Laboratories in
Richmond. Her comments: "I
was pleased to see all that I had
acquired at Longwood could be
put to good use In the real
world."
Ayme visited the Virginia Department of Housing and
learned how landlords and tenants are matched for housing.
She participated for a few days
as a "member of the staff and
made screening phone calls of
prospective tenants and landlords. She says the experience
"expanded her knowledge about
what it was like working as a
professional."
Theresa spent a day with the
staff of the Richmond News
Leader to get a feel for the
amount of work that goes Into
producing a dally newspaper.
"Making contact with actual reporters who gave me useful advice was valuable."
Finally. Mlchele chose the
Department of Health and Human Services — Office of Family
Support Administration for her
externshlp. 'The externship gave
me the opportunity to learn the
functions of FSA and most
Importantly, to gather a sense of
the office environment."

LONGWOOD COLLEGE

CONGRATULATIONS!
Leadership and Involvement
Awards
MOST OUTSTANDING STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Peer Helpers
Runner-up: Geist

OUTSTANDING AND MOST INVOLVED LQNOWQQD
STUDENTS
Class of 1994: Kimberly A Boucher
Jason G. Walker, 1st Runner-up
Peter P. Pazmino, 2nd Runner-up
Class ol 1993: Shannon R Gardner
Angela C. Jones, 1st Runner-up
Shannon R Nunnally, 2nd Runner-up
Class ol 1992: Tammara A. Estes
Sarah R. Raffetto, 1st Runner-up
William R. Wilson, 2nd Runner-up
Class of 1991: John Conrad WingokJ, IV
Pamela A Ladd, 1st Runner-up
William P. Brady, Jr., 2 Runner-up
Stacy E. Crockarell, Honorable Mention
James A. Trent, Honorable Mention
INVOLVEMENT AWARDS
Michael J. Whitford. Student
Longwood Ambassadors, Student Organization
CIVILITY AWARDS Contributions to Campus Civility
Lisa S Felton
TinaC Gewerth
William R Wilson, 1st Runner-up
LURE, Student Organization
MOST OUTSTANDING STUDENT ORGANIZATION ADVISOR
MaryKaye, Benton, Student Development Educator
LONGWOOD DINING SERVICES: Freshman Awards
Kenneth J DeWitt
Sherri R. Gardner
FRESHMAN LEADER AWARDS
Stacey M Custer
Carla J Crawley
Marci D. Anzelmo
FRED 0. WYGAL AWARD
Karen Bethea Perry

OUTSTANDING WORK STUDY STUDENTS
Nancy Winslow Dudley
Michelle Reness Duran
Linda Adams Eanes
Lisa Natali Goehner
Michael Jason Leggiardro
Carolyn Suzanne Lloyd
Charles Edward McKinney
Kevin Michael Meehan
Elizabeth Brown Purser
Edgar Matthew Radcliff
Theresa Diane Sakiewicz
Lauren Richmond Scott
James Anthony Trent
Cynthia Lynn Young

English
Department
Loses
Professor

By ANNAMARIA MILLER
Adtos: a Spanish word
All four students felt that the meaning good bye. is what
experience was worth their time. Longwood College will be saying
to one of Its Spanish professors
Tracey made such a good Im
pression during her externshlp at the end of the spring
that Roche Biomedlcal Labora- semester.
Richard Donaldson a retired
tories Invited her back for an in- teacher of the Ohio public
terview which then led to a Job
school system after 31 years Is
offer. Even though the main presently a Spanish professor
purpose of externshlps Is to gain here at Longwood. Since 1988.
Information about one's field,
receiving a Job Interview Is a nice Donaldson has taught Spanish
surprise. The externshlp pro- at two other colleges, prior to
gram will be offered again next coming to Longwood one year
year. Read future editions of the ago. Now he will be leaving to go
Campus Bulletin and The Ro to Frostburg State University In
tunda for details or contact Maryland In the fall.
The unique thing about DonCPPC.
aldson Is that he only teaches at
a college for one year, because
after 31 years of teaching high
school he is not looking for a
permanent teaching position Hr
says: "I have made a career of
making one year appointments,
to fulfill the needs of a college
and once I have done so I can
move on to the next place." By
moving so frequently, this enables him and his wife to get to
know certain areas well.
In moving from Ohio to Vlr
glnla. Donaldson said he felt

positive about his experiences
here at Longwood. "As an outsider. I have been treated well,
and my rolleagues and students
have been particularly friendly."
In the short time that he has
been In Farmvllle. Donaldson
has managed to find a church
home at the United Methodist
church, where he Is a member of
the choir.
In making the transition from
teaching high school to college
Donaldson said he finds that he
prefers teaching on a college
level. "In general high-school
students are Immature and are
not as willing to work or study
like college students."
The one thing that he partlc
ularry liked about the language
department here at Longwood
was that It allows faculty and
students to get to know one an
other by having lunch on various days during the week. He
says: "It Is a great way to get to
know the students better and
the students realize that the
professors are Just human be
ings. It promotes a feeling of ac
qualntance which Is difficult to
achieve In a classroom."

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

LC Student Goes On
To MCV
By Betty Bryant
ottlce of Public Affairs
When he was 11 years old.
John Wllkerson fell from a diving board and tore the tendon
from his left kneecap. That's the
year he decided to become an
orthopedic surgeon.
"It was a pretty bad Injury."
Wllkerson said. "I had five operations. The surgeons rebuilt my
knee so I was able to play football in high school."
Wllkerson Is learning how to
work that magic for others. His
plan Is right on schedule.
On May 11. he will receive his
bachelor's degree from Longwood College, with a major in
biology and minor in chemistry.
And he has been accepted at
the Medical College of Virginia,
where he will continue his studies next August.
Upon completion of his high
school career at J. W. Robinson
in Fairfax County. Wilkerson
was accepted by several colleges
and universities. Including three
that offered the opportunity to
play college football.
"I think my mother favored
Virginia Commonwealth University because I could have
lived with a cousin In Richmond." Wllkerson said. "But I
knew if I wanted to be a doctor I
had to concentrate on my stud
les, and I wanted to be on my
own.
"Longwood is far enough away
from home, and it's Just the
right size." he said. The teach
ers in my major here have supported me and helped me a lot."
One of those teachers Is Dr.
Marvin Scott, professor of biology and head of Longwood's Department of Natural Sciences.
He said Wllkerson "got a sound
recommendation from me" for
medical school.
"John Is a conscientious student," Scott said. "He has
demonstrated his abilities in the
demanding pre-medlcal program
at Longwood and earned the respect of our faculty."
Another reason for choosing
Longwood, Wllkerson said. "Is its
reputation as a feeder school for
MCV. The pre-med studies here
are designed to help you get In
and succeed at MCV. and that
was my top choice for medical
school."
Six of Wllkereon's classmates
also have been accepted at MCV
for next year — two In the
School of Dentistry, three In the
School of Nursing, and one in
the Medical Technology program.
A dean's list student. Wllkerson has received the RldgwayHull I're-Medlcal Scholarship for

John Wilkerson has demonstrated hia talenta
Longwood and now will put them to use at MCV.

two of his years at Longwood.
The scholarship was established
by a Longwood alumna. Dr. Duvahl Ridgway Hull, who practlced obstetrics and gynecology
for many years in Roan
In his Junior year. Wilkerson
entered the national Minority
Leaders Fellowship competition,
He was one of 53 students from
a field of nearly 1.000 chosen to
receive a summer fellowship.
Wllkerson was assigned to the
International Health Institute in
Silver Spring. Maryland, an
agency of the Charles R. Drew
University of Medicine and Sclence In Los Angeles. During his
10 weeks there last summer, he
conducted "documentation" of
urban health care programs op
eraled by the Drew University In
the Watts section of Los Angeles.
"Trie Institute needed to de
termine which health-care projects are successful and why,"
Wllkerson said. I evaluated the
organization and administration
of various prcjet is. how they are

CONGRATULATIONS 1991 GREEK
AWARD WINNERS!!!
Highest Pledge Class GPA
Most improved Chapter GPA
Highest Chapter GPA
$100 PanheHenic Scholarship
Intramural Champions
Greek Weekend Champions
Chapter Service Awards
Outstanding Chapter Advisor Award
Campus Leadership Award
Outstanding New Soronty Member
Outstanding Chapter President Award
New Order ol Omega Initiates

Order ot Omega Honorary Initiate
Brotherhood Award
Sisterhood Award
Greek Man ot the Year
Greek Woman ol the Year
Odor of Omega Chapter
Excellence Award

Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Chi Rho
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Chi Rho
Brenda Rodgers Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Sigma Tau
Alpha Sigma Phi
Delta Zeta
Alpha Chi Rho
Alpha Sigma Tau
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Dr Jim Crowt, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Chi Rho
Jennifer Moore Delta Zeta
Mellissa McDaniel, Sigma Kappa
Alan Rapee. Alpha Chi Rho
Ann Duncan, Delta Zeta
KeHi Evans. Zeta Tau Alpha
Cyndi Fleet. Kappa '.■■
Nicole Jesser, Sigma Kappa
Tracey Lowrey. Alpha Sigma Alpha
Marianne Motfet Sigma Sigma Sigma
Eleanor Williams, Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Sigma Tau
Brad Pomp. Pi Kappa Phi
Poly Hathaway Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Sigma Tau
Kappa Delta

funded, their impact on the peopie living in Watts, and whether
or not these services can be
sustained by the community Itself. It was great experience."
Although his studies have aj
ways been top priority. Wllkerson has been a leader In several
extracurricular activities at
Longwood. He served on the Ju
dkial Board, a branch of the
College's Student Government,
and is an active member of Beta
Beta Beta biology honor society.
„ ,
,. _ .
He also serves on the Gender
and Minority Issues Curricu urn
Com,nl tlc
. f/ he,Pf ,°lh" bl*?*
student, through the Minority
Men ,ors r gr
lS
P ° ;T
fH
dent. assistant
In if
his residence
hall.
In his sophomore year. Wllkerson was Invited to Join the
l.ongwood Ambassadors, a prcs
tlgious group of student volunteers who serve as hosts at college functions and assist the
Advancement Office with
li up liaising and public relations
activities.
"I worked with the Ambassadors two years, then had to
give It up." he said. "With medl
cal school admission tests,
interviews, and applications. I
|USl 'Ion I have the time this
Wllkcrson's service to Long
wood
Ofnlaed last spring
when he was chosen for mem
hip in Cclst. the college's
honorary leadership fraternity.
As he leaves Longwood behind next month. Wllkerson
faces four years of medical
school and another six years as
an Intern and resident. After
that decade of preparation, he
hopes to set up his practice In
hlngton. DC
His Longwood professors
think Wllkerson will make It.
"John has the motivation, the
mental potential, and the physl
cal drive to achieve his goal.'
I "And If he ever needs
a lit lie encouragement or Just to
talk things over, he knows where
to reach us."
Wllkerson Is the son of Phyllis
G. Wllkerson, of Burke.

T>U. •»_».— J-
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COMMENTARY
Letters To The Editor
Greek Community

Riding Team
Editor
On April 29, the sports banquet will be held to honor I/>ng
wood's athletic teams. All teams
have received their invitations,
except the members of Long
wood's Equestrian Team. At first
we. riding team members,
thought that there had been a
mistake and perhaps our Invitations had been lost In the mall.
Some members have been to the
athletic department to notify
them lhat we hadn't received our
Invitations, but none of us have
yet received an Invitation to attend Ihe banquet.
Last year, while making my
college choice, I was persuaded
by die Longwood administration
who told me that there was an
existing team and that there will
continue to be one. Having the
opportunity to attend other colleges. I chose longwood mainly
because of what I was told about
the riding team. When coming to
Longwood for the fall semester. I
discovered that there was not a
riding team even though there
was a large amount of Interest
on campus. After continuous
pleading by students who were
Interested In riding and the return of Coach Mary Whitlock. we
were panted the status of a riding team. This decision was
real hed after the IHSA had begun the horse shows which cost
us considerable poinis.
Throughout the whole year
the riding team has endured
many hardships. We are now
being faced with Ihe possibility
ol being reduced to a club sport.
I! this were to happen, we would
receive no support from the college, meaning lhat we would
have to finance all costs.
The Virginia Riding team is

who cannot seem to uphold colEditor. Hie Rotunda:
The Greek community here at lege policies. Being Greek should
Longwood College prides Itself mean that each of us. as part of
upon excelling above the rollege this community, must strive to
present an Image of respect conaverage In academics and leadership, as well as community cerning college rules and poll
service. This past Monday at the cles. high academic standards,
Greek banquet, however, my and an Image of mature wellpride Is our Greek community roundness. I feel that whoever Is
responsible for this award has
fell.
The recipient of one particular not served the college Justly.
Perhaps next year when deaward In my opinion. Is hardly
what I would call an example of bating over selecting the student
an honorable role model for this to receive this award, all Inforcollege and Greek community.
mation about the applicant
This person is involved in a lot of should be considered and this
activities which promote should include a person's perLongwood. However, one fact sonal characteristics as well as
remains true, this person does attitude. An award should not
not act responsibly concerning be based solely upon the writing
college policies. Last fall this ability of the applicant. The restudent was brought before the cipient should be a role model
Judicial Board for violating a
for all of the Greek community
college rule and a state law. This as well as (he college as a whole,
act In my mid raises the
to look up to.
question of whether or not it is
Sincerely.
honorable to honor someone
Jenny Sue Glasco

composed of students from UVA
who have to pay $1350 a year to
continue their club sport. Currently we at Longwood pay $250
a semester to ride as a varsity
■port, Ihls Is a considerable difference when compared to the
amount UVA's riding club has to
pay.
I feel that our hard work and
dedication has knowingly gone
unrecognized by Longwood's
athletic department. We represent Longwood at our intercollegiate horse shows while we
compete against ChristopherNewport College, the University
of Maryland. William and Mary.
Sweetbriar. UVa. Randolph-Macon Woman's College. Mary
Washington. Goucher. and
Lynchburg College. Not once has
a member been featured as
"lancer of the Week" despite
having three members qualify
for Reglonals and not even when
one member advanced to zones.
I was excited and anxious to
attend Longwood. but after what
I have seen happening to the
riding team 1 have discovered
that my expectations were a disappointment. All members have
made the effort to notify Longwood administration about our
concerns and have met with Ian
Fletcher on numerous occasions, but It seems like we have
been ignored. The equestrian
team Is a tradition at Longwood
and should remain as one.
Lorie Green
I-ongwood Equesirlan
Team Member

Racism
Editor. The Rotunda:
RACISM. An ugly word and
state of mind which our institution has put under attack. Or
has it? When I transferred to
Longwood as a sophomore I
Immediately sensed the student
imposed segregation. Black and
white students for the most part
don't mix or mingle. Yet, with
the recent
creation
of
organizations such as. LURE
(Longwood United for Racial
Equality). 1 began to see a
glimmer of hope. On one recent
Thursday night. I began to
realize how wrong I had been. As
a girlfriend and I were walking
through campus, a group of
white students loudly proclaimed. "We love niggers'. The
story gets uglier because one of
those students has Just been
elected 1992 Senior Class President.
I felt that almost 30 years
following the Civil Rights
Movement this kind of behavior

Computer Virus
Editor. The Rotunda:
This Is a warning to everyone
who has used an IBM or IBM
compatible computer in any of
the computer labs at Longwood.
There Is a computer virus on the
loose. The proper name for this
virus is virus #4096. It effects
•Com.. *Exe. and overlay files
only. Using a word processor, or
lotus, or any other package and
saving to your disk will not Infect your disk. The only way to
luted a disk Is If It contains one
of the aforementioned files, so
don't p.inlcl
What Is the computer department doing about this problem.
NOTHING! The student assistants are under strict orders not
to tell anyone. Their reason is
they don't want a panic on their
hands. This is Insulting to the
students of Longwood. If they
would Just Inform the students
ot the problem, and explain it in
detail, they could contain this
virus.

does have the software to cure
this virus, and purge it from any
infected disks. When you consider the fact that this virus can
be carried to students personal
computers, friends of parents
computers, and Infect them.
Computer software today can
cost anywhere from $5 to
$2,000. If such expensive
software Is destroyed, this
college
could
be
held
responsible, because they did
not Inform students of this
problem.
I do not hold the computer
department responsible for the
cause of this virus, but they are
responsible for informing the
public of this danger and trying
to correct it. The students of
Longwood should unite and
force the computer department
to take on the responsibility for
the well-being of the students.
-A Concerned Student who
holds a degree in
Computer Science
The computer department
Name withheld by request

to periodicals, perhaps In
groupings such as Humanities,
Education, Business, or the like.
tie* library. i undaratand from 11 in doing so the periodical and
Information I have received since reference sections could once
Cathy Mapp's letter was pub- more be separated, in light of
lished l.isl week that the long- their vastly different services.
range plan involves the bulk of surely the users of the library
ihe collection of books being and the library staff would find
their Jobs made easier. I think
made available to library users.
However. It seems tint there we all have the same goal: to
N siiii to !*• limited access to pe- make our library at Longwood
even Stronger than It was in the
iiodu.iis i would hope that stu
dents and i.unity members hciltty
Sincerely.
WOUld continue tO voter their
Martha E. Cook
VteWS on Ibis matter. It would
lYofessor of English
seem thai space might be better
utilized to give students ■

I would like to add to the
views being voiced about the

Box i i3a
Longwood College
I .innvllle. Va. 23901

Editor. The Rotunda:
During my three years here at
Longwood I have been called
many things, but one term
which has never previously been
hurled at me is the term racist.
Upon learning of this accusation. I was first tempted to ignore It for it was unworthy of a
response. After more consideration of the severity of the situation I felt It was In my best
interest to respond to such an
unsubstantiated accusation.
I am not a racist, furthermore. I do not feel 1 should have
to prove such a statement. Yet
In retrospect It Is obviously
necessary. In this response 1
hope to show through my past
record at Longwood that I am
not prejudiced and do not
condone bigotry.
When I ran for Student Government President one of the
first organizations I went to for
input was the Association of
Black
Students. This group expressed to me their concerns
and
' Pl,™ued ,hpm as one ?f
m
y objectives. I Immediately
workcd to
«et bct,er minority
"£""" . °"i °"
Senate, as well as In SGA
Executive Council. Minority
programming was another
in.liter of Interest which was
brought to my attention by the
A.B.S. and pursued by SGA.
During this past summer I
was contacted by Ken Rockensies to help work on setting up

an organization by the name of
Longwood United for Racial
Equality (L.U.R.E.) I responded
eagerly and assured him SGA
would do everything it could to
help start and promote this
group. I kept my promise, and
L.U.R.E. Is now a recognized organization on campus receiving
student government funds.
I have also worked with local
Special Olympics for the past
two years. The individuals on
this program are predominantly
underprivileged minority children who need support. I have
received many rewards from
working with these children and
have not hesitated to work with
them because of skin color.
Here on campus the one
organization which Is closest to
my heart Is Pi Kappa Phi. I am
honored to call every member of
that organization my Brother regardless of race or heritage. I
have brothers of African and
Asian dissent of whom I am very
proud to share fraternal bonds. I
look up to these brothers with
the same respect and admiration
as any other Imitated member.
I feel my record here at Longwood College speaks for Itself.
But maybe It would be best for
this Individual, of whom I have
never met. to consult the many
minority friends I have made
here in the administration and
student body during the past
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In Defense

would have been condemned. I
filed Judicial charges for verbal
abuse. The events which followed have, without doubt, given
me a rude awakening. I was told
that I did not have the right to
proceed with Judicial charges
because it was Imposing upon
the constitutional rights of the
accused. "Walt a minute", I
thought'what about my rights?".
1 was told that being called
"nigger was not verbal abuse. I
beg to differ. 1 also beg of Longwood students to be aware of the
current environment of Institutional racism which exists at our
school. I was told that freedom
of speech gave someone the right
to make racial slurs. I now
exercise the same right in making you aware of what our Institution and your 1992 Senior
Class President stand for. Isn't It
time to make a change?
Paula Rlddick

THE STAFF:
The ROTUNDA

Editor. The Rotunda:
would verify their Information
I am writing in reference to before attempting to publicly
some Information I received discredit anyone. As It is. the
about a letter to the editor re- only person discredited should
gardlng the selection of certain be the writer of the letter,
recipients of awards presented
Secondly, trying to discredit
at the Greek awards Banquet any one recipient is a discredit
this past week. If a person truly to all of the Individual award
wishes to challenge "responsible" winners. All were selected by the
behavior, that person should same committee of students and
consider whether writing a letter staff members and all were given
to the paper Is the best way to the same consideration. Perhaps
accomplish it.
the writer of this letter should
If a student Is concerned consider whether he or she can
about the selection criteria for be as objective as the selection
any of the awards, he or she committee was and cast aside
needs only to look at the lnfor- only personal biases or conflicts,
mation. provided to each chap Thus, any future embarter president, with the awards rassment to our Greek Commuapplicatlon packet. If that lnfor- nlty. as well as the writer, could
mation is no longer available, be prevented
the student can ask me and I
Finally. I would like to thank
will be glad to share that the award! selection committee
Information. And If the student for doing such a fine Job and I
would like to oiler suggestions congratulate the recipients and
for future criteria, he or she can all those nominated by their
also share that with me or the chapters; they are all very dechapter sponsoring the award, serving and should be proud of
To this point no one has done so their accomplishments.
and a "responsible" person
Steven B. Dealph
Greek Affairs Coordinator

Editor. The Rotunda:
It has recently come to my attention that Bradley Pomp has
been accused of making a racial
slur against a fellow student
here at Longwood. I have known
Bradley since he came here as a
freshman. After his election as
President of the Student Government Association. I saw him
on a daily basis during the day
and even nights when he was
working in his office. I have seen
him on his good days and his
bad days.
We have on occasion talked
about the prejudice that exists
on this campus and Brad has
always been sympathetic with
the difficulties that Blacks face
here at Longwood and he has

expressed his desire to try to
bridge the gap between the two
races.
It is my belief that Brad
would be one of the last people
on this campus to make racial
slurs against Blacks or any
other minority.
I am sure that this whole
situation is one that has been
blown out of proportion and can
be easily resolved.
If I can do anything to be of
help, please do not fall to contact me at the Information Desk
or call 2000.
Yours truly.
Shirley Everette
Information Officer and
Lankford Building Manager

The Response

Longwood Library
Editor, The Rotunda:

Greek Awards

three years. I do not hesitate to
say they would all assure this
individual, that I am not a
racist.
As for rights I apologize that
this Individual feels hers were
violated, but she must consider
other rights as well. I have a
right to a good name and trust I
have done nothing to be
deprived of this right. I hope the
next time this Individual chooses
to use slander as a weapon in
her narrow-minded allegations,
she will consult me first before
making an individual problem a
campus wide Issue.
Respectfully Submitted.
Bradley H. Pomp
Senior Class President, 1992
P. S. I wish to thank The Rotunda Staff for giving me the opportunity to respond to these allegations.

h

THE BUTT.
With every puff,
your health could be
going up in smoke.
If you'd like
to kick the habit but
you need help, call
your local Amencan
Cancer Society
It could be the first
step to quitting
for life.

AMERICAN
SOQETY-

ROTUNDA POLICY
The opinions expressed In The Rotunda are not necessarily those of Longwood College, Its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns, letters, and cartoons represent the view
of their author. Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the editorial board.
All letters to the Editor must be signed and typed or printed neatly. The Editor and staff
reserve the right to edit any material submitted for publication.
Any contributions should be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for articles is
3:00 p.m. Friday prior to the Monday publication date and these should be placed In the
envelope on the Publication door In Lankford. Letters, personals, etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since 1920 by the students of Longwood College. The Rotunda Is an
American Scholastic Press Association award winning newspaper. Questions or comments
should be directed to our main office at Box 1133 or (804) 395-2120.
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Summer Reading
Valuable
By Dr. ED SMITH
If you're looking for a fasd
natlng book lo read this summer
at the beach, try Megatrends
2000.
by Nalsblll and
Aburdene. It's about the major
trends that are shaping the
world and leading us into the
next millennium. It's about
today and the future — your
future.
Megatrends 2000 Is exciting
and positive. It's the almanac of
the future: Naisbitt and Abur
dene document the megatrends
of this decade and show you
where the opportunities lie. As
Naisbitt says, "trends, like
horses, are easiest to ride in the
direction they're going."
Here's a sample of the mega
trends they write about:
• The Global Economic Boom
— The world's markets are
opening to American entrepreneurs. The growth of
world wide free trade will allow
us to enter markets that were
closed to us before. Imagine the
trade explosion If Virginia busl
nesses could sell products In
North Carolina and Maryland, if
they had been prohibited pre
vlousry. It means prosperity and
opportunities for clever people.
• A Renaissance In the Arts —
Did you know that Americans
now spend more money on the
arts than on sports? Can you
believe it? Naisbitt and Abur
dene back It up with statistics.
Sometime in the 1900s. watch
for Monday Night Opera. As the
authors write. It Is a spiritual
quest, but Its economic implict
tlons are staggering."
• The Rise of the Pacific Kim
The Asian Pacific Kim is
experiencing the fastest period of
economic expansion In history;
they're making big money on
their quality products, and
they're spending it on ours.
Asians will be the consumers of
the 1990s.' We need to be ready
for this growing market.
• The Decade of Women In
Leadership — In the field of
business periodicals, the clTCU
latlon of Working Woman is
surpassed only by that of the
Wall Strtt'l Journal. Women are
starting businesses at twice the
rate of men. "Women and the
Information society — which
celebrates brain over brawn —

are a partnership made In
heaven." The Idea that Inert is .i
"glaai ceiling" blocking women
from top leadership roles will be
shattered In the I990'S. And the
world will never be I he •ame.
• The Age of Biology —
Biotechnology and genetic englneerlng will, sometime in the nol
too distant future, put starvation
and disease on the ropes. "By
the first decade of the new
century, biotechnology could
pave the way to a new era in
health care." In the next decade
nt so. our lives will be trans
formed as much by biolechnol
ogy as they have been today by

Early in life Klei figured the
only thing he really did well was
being a fun guy lo hang out
with. Mom said There's no Job
like that; especially lor a nice
l>oy like yon In school. Kiel ■
classmates agreed he was a fun
guy to hang out with. Ills teach
eis mostly agreed that he
needed to hang out at the
principal's office. Bui he was not
deterred. Besides. II was ., |'ie,,|
plate to tighten up the act.
When Klei got Into music his

computet

humor went with him —
particularly,
his gin for
Impersonation. He found thai
people like to hear Bob Dylan
Singing a Prince song 01 Willie
Nelson singing Elton John. They
told Kier he made them laugh.
relax, and enjoy themselves
They told him he was really a
fun guy to hang out with He
told mom: "I think I found a |ob
Kier has shared the stage
with
Roy Orblson,
Reba
McEntire, Pablo Cruise, l eon

If you want to be prepared for
the future, you need to read this
book.

Megatrends 2000 is required
reading for entering freshmen
next year. We hope that a lot of
upperclasa students will also
find it a valuable read. Some
faculty will be using it in their
classes
as
supplemental
reading. Additionally, it lies In
with the "Internationalization
and the Global Community

theme thai many campus events
will be centered around next
year.
The other suggested readings
on the summer reading hsi art
the following:
• Stlent Spring by Rachel
Carson, the book that started
the
world wide
ecology
movement.
• The Innocents Mnoari. the
(lassie travel book by Mark
Twain describing his wonderings
through Europe and the Holy
l,.ui(l. and his encounters with
the people of the "Old Work).
• Across China by Peter
Jenkins, a westerner B walk
through the ancient culture DJ
China.
• The First Eden by David At
tenborough, the story of the
Mediterranean world and Its
significance for us today.
• PC Globe, a geographical
computer database (on the
Longwood computer network)
that. In a user friendly way. an
swers your questions about any
part of the world.
So. check it out this summer.
Give Megatrends 2000 a try.
and. If any of the others look
Interesting, take a tour.

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sponsors 1st Annual
Contest
By DIONNE FOX
Shawn Smith. Junior, was
named Mr. AKA this past April
12. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Inc. held its First Annual Mr.
AKA contest at which there were
a total of eight contestants. The
other seven were Derick
Richard. Darrell Richard. James
Trent. Michael Drultt. Charles
Brown, Ricky Crimes, and Kellh
Latimer. They were Judged on
their appearance in casual,
swim, and business wear and
how well they could articulate
and answer a question given to
them. The contest was Judged by

S-UN
Presents
Kier

four graduate sorors (sisters)
who are Mrs. Jessie Ghee. Ms.
Theresa Clark. Mrs. Dorothy
Smith, and Mrs. Vera CookMerritt.
Shawn Smith is a biology
major who Is captain of the
cheerlcadlng squad here at
I-ongwood. He also has a chair
on the Honor Board. He received
a trophy, cologne. A Mr. AKA
1991 T-shirt, and a certificate of
appreciation. All other contestants received a certificate for
participating.

Russell, John Prine, Nlcolette
Larson. Three Dog Night, and
others. After ten years of
touring, two NAC'A national
showcases, live nominations for
NACA Campus Entertainment
Awards
(college
mark c t

equivalent to the Grammles).
national lours every year of
colleges and clubs. Kter's still
hanging out and It's still fun.
Kier will perform at 9 p.m. on
Monday. April 29 in Lancer Cafe.
1 ins event is sponsored by the

Kicr. entertainer extraordinaire, will appear tonight in Lancer Cafe.

s UN Board

LC Draws From Out-Of-State
By ANNE DODSON
Have von ever wondered why
someone from another state
Came to Longwood or how they
even heard about it.
According to Robert Chonko.
director of admissions, about 10
percent of Longwood students
are from out of state.
Nathan Wade, a freshman
who is from New Mexico, said
Longwood sent him some infor
mation in the mall, and he liked

what he saw.
A majority ol out ol state
students hear about Longwood
from a friend, boyfriend or •>
relative.
Jennifer McDonald, a second
semester sophomore from Penn
sylvania, transferred from Lock
Haven University
to move
farther away from home, but
closer to (her) sister and (lull
boyfriend.
According to Milena Clotoll.

freshman from New York, she
(ame io Longwood because, "it
was id,- nicest campus out ol the
others thai 1 looked at, I also
heard It was good for edu< atlon

majors since 1 am an Art/Ed
m,i|. 11

Karen Valentine, a resident of
New York and a transfei from
01 Community Colli
claimed she attended Longwood
I* t auae l like the campus" and
die people are friendly."

Board Of Visitors
Votes Tuition Increase
The Board of Visitors voted to
Increase the tuition and fees for
the 1991-92 school year on
Monday.
The approved Increases for
Instate and out-of state undergraduate students are listed in
detail at the right.

LONGWOOD COLLEGE
UNDERGRADUATE TUITION AND FEES 1991-92
IN STATE STUDENTS
1990-91
Residential Commuter
$1,560
1,260
60
1,744

Undergraduate Tuition
Comprehensive Fee
Student Activity Fee
Room
Board
15 Meal Plan
19 Meal Plan

«* LONGWOOD ««
DINING SERVICES
CONGRATULATES
THE SENIORS
AND WISHES EVERYONE
A GREAT SUMMER!

Coming Next Year...
rfgHh/u ALLEGRO FRESH PAS IAS
AND PIZZA HUT EXPRESS ^
-Hut

Total Ir.-State
Tuition and
Commuter
w/15 Meal
w/19 Meal

$1,560
1,260
60

1991-92
Residential Consnuter
$1,800
1,310
80
1,806

$1,800
1,310
80

1,598
1,738

1,544
1,684

Undergraduate
Fee Charges
3,190

2,880
6,594
6,734

6,168
6,308

Plan
Plan

Residential Undergraduate Increase:

6.9% (15 Meal Plan)
€.7% (19 Meal Plan)

OUT-OF-STATE STUDENTS
1990-91
Residential Commuter
Undergraduate Tuition
Comprehensive Fee
Student Activity Fee
Foom
Board
15 Meel Plan
19 Meal Plan

14,;

1,260
60
,744

60

$5,400
1,310
80
1,806

$5,400
1,310
80

1,598
1,738

1,
1,664

Total Out-of-State Undergraduate
Tuition and Fee Charges
Commuter
8,904
w/15 Meal Plan
9,044
w/19 Meal Plar.
Residential Undergraduate

$4,:

1991-92
Residential Commuter

6,790

5,616
10,194
10,334
5% (15 Meal Plan)
".9 Meal Plan)

a
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SPORTS
Designated Hitter,

Baseball Increases Winning
Streak To 33-6
The Longwood baseball (earn
notched five wins last week,
stretching their winning streak
to six and lipping the set
rei ord i" 33 <> heading Into .1
home twin hill with Virginia
state Tuesday afternoon.
Sunday the Lancera took two
from host Maryland Eastern
Shore by 5 1 and 5 3 srores.
i-ongwood whipped Christopher
Newport las) Saturday 12 2 aftei
beating William St Mary 9-8
rhursday In one ol the must excltlng games evei played .11
1 am er Field. Tuesday the
Lancers pounded visiting SI
Mar/a 26 11.
Hoping for a berth In the
NCAA Division 11 Tournament,
Longwood can set a new record
lot wins In a season If (hey can
beat Virginia State In a doubkheadei lucsday at 1:00. The old
record of 34 was sel In the 1965
.on.
Sunday, pit) hers Chris Mart/,
held down IJMES as I-ongwood

beat the Division squad in
Princess Anne. Md. Chrta I
went 2 1 aa the Lancera got five
runs out of five hits and a pail ol
sacrifice flies In the opener.
Mulllna upped his record to 5-1.
limiting the Hawks to three hits
and one unearned run.
In the nightcap Scot! Alx-11 hit
his 10th homer of the season
and threw out several UMES
runneis from his position behind the plate. Ixuigwood now
has 60 homers for the year, one
short ol the si hool record of 61.
set In 198. Shawn Jones went 2
3 with a pair of singles for the
I .III! I

Martz. who also plays first
base, pitched six Innings to
move his mound maik to 3-0 for
the yeai I lennlS 1 tale hurled the
final frame.
Lancers Rally To Trim William
& Mary 9-8
Longwood used homers by
Todd Bowman and Nealan
Chandler and a game winning

Carmille Barnette
Honored
At Banquet
Carmille H.irnette (Chase
City), a senior on the Longwood
College women's basketball
team, was honored Monday
night when her number 43 was
retired at the thirteenth annual
athletic banquet. Barnette Is
only the third Lady l.inirr to be
so honored.
A four year starter .is the lady
Lancet power forward. Barnette
holds 20 game, season, and career records Including most
points In a game with 43. mosl
rebounds In a game with 25,
and tops the all time list In
i areei points with 1,569
During her tenure at Long
wood. Barnette was named to
live all tournament teams, in
(hiding two this season. As a
sophomore she was selected to
the Virginia sports Information
directors college division all
state second team. As a junior
she was honored as an NCAA
Division II All District selection
and as a member of the five

member Kodak/WBCA NCAA
Division II All America team.
Danielle's season was abbreviated this year when she tore a
ligament In her right knee dur
Ing a came In January. Rehabilitation of the knee allowed her to
piny in the final three games of
the season, and she concluded
the year leading the Lady
lancers in points and rebounds
per game with 19.9 and 9.0
respectively. In addition to
establishing the new career
scoring mark, Barnette also set
an LC single game free throw
record iliis season, sinking 1516 from the charity stripe.
Barnette was also selected as
both the Female Athlete of the
Year and Women's Basektball
MVP. Both honors were bestowed for the second consecutive year.
A physical education major.
Barnette plans to teach and
coach on the high school level
upon graduation.

triple by Eric Hutelei to register
a coine from behind 9 H victory
over William St Mary Thursday
afternoon.
The Lancers, trailing 8 2
ling Into the bottom of the
sixth, rallied for six runs In the
bottom of the Inning as a 3 run
dlnger by Bowman and a 2 run
shot by Chandler helped knot
the count al 8-8. Hutzler, who
had four hits, drove In pinch
runner Kyle Weaver With th»
ahead run In the bottom ol the
eighth. Catcher Scott Abel! wenl
2-3 with an RBI.
Senior pitcher Dennis Hale,
with three and one third innings
ol shutout relief, picked up
credit for the win. giving him a
10-1 mark for the season The
Win was the 30th of Male's
career (he's 30-4) and breaks the
I.ongwood record of 29 victories
set by David Mitchell (1979 William and Mary, 12-21 after
the loss, got three hits and three
KM from designated hitter Mike

OPEN:
11:30 AM - 5:00 PM LUNCH
5:00 PM - 9:30 PM DINNER

CALL 392-6825
RESERVATIONS
SUGGESTED!

Player Of The Week

Rtiberti. Shortstop Matt Dumeer
also had three hits for the Tribe.
Longwood Whips Captains
12-2
Todd Howman collected two
doubles, a homer and four RHI
and Kyle Weaver won his sixth
victory of the season, tossing a
six hitter as I.ongwood beat
Christopher Newport 12-2 Satin day in 1 atmvllle.
Weaver struck out nine and
walked two while pitching his
third complete game of the season Bowman, Weaver's former
teammate at Halifax County
High School, drove In a pair of
tuns with a first inning double,
another with a double in the
second, and hit his seventh
homer with no one on In the
sixth. Longwood has now hit 59
homers in 36 games.
Eric Hutzler wenl 3 4 with a
double and two RI3I to back-up
Howman. Tony Hyrum went 2-3
With a double for "the Division III
Captains.

Todd Bowman, the designated
hitter on the Longwood baseball
team, hit three homers and two
doubles last week helping the
Lancers win five games. For his
performance. Bowman has been
named Longwood College Player
of the Week for the period of
April 21-28. Player of the Week
is selected by the Longwood
sports Information office.
Bowman hit a key three run
homer In last Thursday's 9-8
come from-behlnd victory over
William & Mary. In addition he
had two doubles, a homer and
four RBI in Saturdays 12-2 win
over Christopher-Newport.
Tuesday, in a 26 11 win over St.
Mary's Bowman also homered
and scored a pair of runs.
Hitting .324 with seven
homers and 29 RBI heading Into
Sunday's 'win bill at Maryland
Eastern Shore. Bowman also
had a sacrifice fly against the
Hawks as Longwood won two
more games.
A sophomore and a graduate

TODD BOWMAN

of Halifax County High School.
Bowman Is perhaps
the
strongest player on the Lancer
squad, after putting In lots of
time In the weight room.

|
•
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Barnette, Hale, Coppedge
And
Senior student athletes
Carmille Barnette and Dennis
Hale and coaches Angle
Coppedge and Buddy Bolding
won the major awards as Longwood College held Its 13th Athletic Banquet Monday night
(April 29).

Barnette, the all time leading
scorer in women's basketball,
was named Female Athlete of
the Year for the second year in a
row. In addition, her number 43
Jersey was retired (see related
story) and she was named MVP
of the I-ady Lancer team for the
second year as well.

Bolding Awarded
points in her four years al long
wood and holds 20 game. s<
and career records In basketball.
Despite being sidelined for 14
games during the past season.
she averaged 19.9 points and
9.0 rebounds per game.

Hale. 10 1 with an earned
run average of 2.63 this season,
holds several career marks including most wins and strikeouts. He has an incredible 30-5
won/loss record with 199
strikeouts in four season. A pre
season Division II All American.
Hale pitched seven complete
games in eight starts this season.

Bolding. one of the winnlngest
Division II coaches in the nation,
has led Longwood to a 33-6
mark this spring. The Lancera
are In contention for a berth in
the NCAA Division II Tournament. His teams have compiled
a record of 347-144-2 In 13
seasons.

wood. Coppedge has gained
success through dedication and
hard work. She Is a Longwood
graduate, class of 1984. and
played tennis here as well.

Three of Holding s teams have
qualified for NCAA play over the
years with the 1982 squad win
nlng the regional tournament
and advancing to the Division II
World Series.

An outstanding student as
well, he has a grade point average of 3.744 while majoring in
physics. He has won numerous
honors for his achievement In
academics.

$s
CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1991!

Todd Bowman,

COACH ANGIE COPPEDGE

COACH BUDDY BOLDING

Also presented were awards
for Male and Female Freshman
Athlete of the Year. Soccer
standout Ross Johnson was
named as top freshman male
while Softball and basketball
standout Ana Litton was voted
top freshman female.

CARMILLE BARNETTE

Hale, Longwood baseball's top
all time piti her, re< elved the
Male Athlete of the Year award
and the Henry l Wllletl ScholarAthlete award He ■ the first to
be voted both honors. In addition he was chosen MVP of the
' all team for the second
MI a row

Bolding was voted Male
h ol the Veai for a record
•Ixth time aftei leading the
1
■•"" i baseball team to one of
m ever longwood
women s tennis ,,,.„ |, Coppedge
was tabbed Female i Mch of the
She led Longwood to Its
best season |n women's tannla
since 1

The leading
and rebounder on tins yeai i women s
basketball team. Barnette has
bean an outstandl
i She has
1,569

Coppedge guided the Lady
Lancers netters to their best finish in 15 years. The squad's
combined 9-5 mark (5-2 fall. 4-3
spring) Is I-ongwood's best since
the 1976-77 team ended up 163-1. In her third year at Long-

DENNIS HALE

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
AWARD WINNERS
SPORT

MY£

Dennis Hale
Baseball
Billy Dunn
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball Carmille Barnette
Missy Moran
Field Hockey
Darrell Nichols
Men's GoH
Ami Schonauer
Women's GoH
Beth Risley
Gymnastics
Lara Cim
Lacrosse
(3 time winner)
Ray Jones
Soccer
(4 time winner)
Ana Litton
Softball
Hunter Reynolds
Men's Tennis
Jenny Holm
Women's Tennis
Suzie Lawman
Kevin McSherry
Wrestling
Mark Harris

CLASS

HOMETOWN

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.

Church Road, VA
Lynchburg, VA
Chase City, VA
Virginia Beach, VA
South Boston, VA
York, PA
Durham, N.C.
Boothwyn, PA

Sr.

Smith's Parrish,
Bermuda
Winchester, VA
Midlothian, VA
Newport News, VA
Lynchburg, VA
Virginia Beach, VA
Newport News, VA

Fr.
So
So.
Jr
Sr.
So

Johnson was the second
leading scorer on the soccer
team with five goals and two assist-. He was also named to the
VISA Eastern Division All-Star
team. Litton excelled on both the
basketball court and softball

field in her first year. The
11 nietllelder was rhosen softball
MVP by her coach and also
made a solid contribution as a
reserve guard on the basketball
team.
Most Valuable Player honors
were handed out for Longwood's
13 spoils teams.

i
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WELLDONE.CLASSOF

Thelma Hamill Dalmas
Gayle-Whitney Abbott
Jennifer Aim Dalton
Kayelon Anne Adams
Karen Elizabeth Dalton
Mary-Robyn Adams
Mark Clair Daniel
Amy Charleen Allen
Cheryl
Paige Daniels
David Carwcll Allen
Alexander
Cralg Darling
Carlos Alberto Ampuero
Cynthia Lynne Davenport
Cassandra I'mfTttt Anderson
Corrie.J. Davis
Donald Eugene Anderson
Melanie Sue Davis
Lisa Christina Anderson
Camala Paige DeCosta
Susan Hill Anderson
Debra Lynn deHaas
Christopher John Andrews
Nancy Carol Chambers Andrews Lisa Joy DeJarnettC
Angela Rose Deso
Erie David Antrobius
Richard John DeSousa
Eric Rossell Arthur. Jr.
Susan Ixjis Dettweller
Lorie Ann Artis
Kimberly Elizabeth Dickerson
Mark Anthony Ashley
Rodney Dale Diehl
Erik Nortnand Auger
Derrick Ervin Diffee
Brenda Renea Baird
Elizabeth Kirk Dillon
Marsha Alane Baird
Rick Dockstader
Robert Peyton Baker
Glen
Edward Dodson
Trente Dwayne Balderson
Dianne Marie Dommaseh
Deborah Lynn Ballance
Sharon Donohue
Regina Faye Banks
Theresa
Ann Dore
Robin Powers Barbour
Paul
Edward
Doyle
Monica Ann Barcosky
Robert
Wayne
Drinnon
JefTrey Stephen Barger
Lori Anne brye
Alison Cocker Barksdale
Chrisloplu-r James Dudley
Erdine Jovita Barley-Walker
Nancy Winslow Dudley
Judith Lynn Bamett
Pamela Christin Dunn
John Patrick Barone
Jacquelin Poore Easter
David Farrow Barton
Peter Francis Edgette
Philip Johnson Bassett
Curtis Todd F.dwards
James Edward Bates
Karen Kay Elbon
Kirsten Ruth Baum
Aime's
Kathleen Elflein
Deborah Leigh Beck
Faye
Irene
Ellenburg
Joseph Michael Behan. Jr.
Janet
Lynn
Elliott
Judith Kimberly Bell
Michele Diane Elliott
Bartlett Todd Berryman
Deborah Jeanne Ellis
Bonnie Ruth Bessor
Robin Annette Ellis
Donna Marie Bester
Stephanie Anne Ellis
Heather Renee Biesinger
Teresa
Hunt Emory
Joseph William Birdsong
Robert
Ray Essington. Jr.
Brian Paul Blackwell
Susan Dawn Eubank
Katherine Elizabeth Blair
Joyce Anne Eure
Lisa Hill Blanton
Brigette Gayle Faggins
Paula Shane Bleiler
Victoria
Leigh Fahed
JelTrcy Todd Blough
John Eliot Faircloth
Erica Shannon Blount
Courtney Ann Faris
Andrew Jonathan Bobb
Kathleen Tate Farley
Michelle Rente Hoggs
Katherine Hope Feast
Patricia Ann Bohannon
Deborah Lorraine Fesperman
Marlsa Reyunn Bonoan
Cynthia
Anne Fleet
.lean Elizabeth Hooker
Alice
R.
Flora
Joseph Brent Boone. TV
Glenda Fontanilla Floyd
Jill Louise Boothman
Roger Alan Floyd
Annah Young Duff Bowen
Kristi Lee Foberg
Laura Lee Bowles
Albert
Lionel Foreman
Lisa Yvette Bowling
Valerie Kaye Fomash
Patricia Jean Boyle
Cindy Denise Forrester
William Phillip Brady. Jr.
Carol Kay Francis
Angela Denise Branch
Sharon Kay Francisco
Gretchen Louise Braun
Sandra Lee Freeby
Mary Ann Bray
Neil Joseph French. Jr.
Connie Ferrell Brlsendine
Lisa Marie Frigge
Marie Robin Bristow
Stephen Brian Friski
Wanda Clarice Brock
Sharon Phyllis Fulgham
Lisa Mtchele Brodie
Kelly Hunter Fulk
Anthony Tyrone Brooks
Michael Scott Funderburk
Brian Keith Brown
Kimberly Hope Gaffos
Karen Denise Brown
William Patrick Galnes
Wilma Baker Brown
Raecita Annyce Gallop
Charles Barry Browning
Sally
M. Galvan
Areina-Gail Bruce
Robert
Bruce Gantt
Davra Ysere Bruce
Christine Ann Garczynski
Kandra Jean Brummett
Joseph Francis Gardner
Christine Lynn Bruns
Debbie Lea Garland
Amy Elizabeth Bryant
Gregory
Howland Gattis
Kimberly Dawn Bryant
Adrienne
Michelle Gauman
Christine Joyce Bunek
Ruth Leigh Genier
Damon Drew Burd
Kristi Leigh George
Stephanie Ann Burgess
Stephen Conrad Gibbons
Joseph Edward Bush
Catherine Evelyn Gibby
Angela Dale Butler
Deanna Elizabeth Gibson
Carol Lynn Byers
Thomas
Daniel Gilbert
Donna Lynn Cable
Sandra Nicole Giles
Hubert Glenn Cagle, Jr.
Betty Gllliam-Scales
Gregory Hugh Calder
Jennifer Tracy Gilson
Joseph William Caldwell
Glna Marie Glnda
Paula Monlque Cannon
Kimberly Marie Glacken
Matthew Perry Carlisle
Audrey Yvette Glasscock
Donald Lee Carlson
Karen Lynn Godsey
Paula Grey Caseiro
David Michael Good
Amy Loisel Cash
Connie
Eloise Gormus
Sharon Michele Caskey
Todd
H.
Graham
Becky Lynn Cassada
Lvnn Carol Graves
Daniel Wayne Caston
Jackie Alicia Green
Edwin B. Cather
James Michael Green
Lorena Jane Cavan
Joyce Clay Green
Peter Alan Chase
Tammy Lynn Greene
Michelle Denise Chenault
Bonnie Ann Grimsley
April Lynn Chlldress
Robert Dean Grubbs
Anne Lewis Chllton
Connie Carol Gryder
Tamara Rened Chlsholm
Saurabh R. Gupta
Cindy Lou Clark
Michael Scott Haas
Karen Sue Clary
Dennis
Earl Hale. II
Lisa Carole Clary
Denise Lynn Haley
Jeffrey Lloyd Clayton
Cllne Douglas Hall
Karen Dale Baker Clore
Rashel Marie Hammond
Michelle Lynne Coats
Joann
Elaine Hanagan
Kristin Lynn Coffey
Susanne
Marjorie Hantwerker
Hollv Ann Coffman
Dawn Marie Harding
Jennifer Leigh Cole
George W. Hardman, III
Luella Martin Coleman
Agustus Hawthorne Harper
Carol Renee Collawn
Kellie Dawn Harrell
Elizabeth Stewart Cook
Cheryl
Deneene Harris
Bruce Andrew Cooke
Renee
Jeannette
Harris
Elisabeth Llndsey Cope
Stephanie Martin Harris
Stephanie Lyn Copeland
William Edgar Harris
Robert Joseph Costa. Jr.
Yvonne Denodra Ross Harris
Chris Liggett Coulter
Patrick E. Hart
Brenda Saticrlicld Courtney
Douglas Lee Hartley
Keith O'Brien Covington
Jill Anne Hartt
Beth Ann Cox
Kimberly M. Harvey
Sean Edward Cox
I.anie Beth Harvey
Teresa Ann Cralg
Holly Galbreath Hash
Virginia Steed Crane
Andrew Cole Hatch
Brian Edward Crawford
Polly Catherine Hathaway
Stacy Elaine Crockarell
Marguerite Helen Ha\
Denise Ann Crouse
Dennis Lee Heath
Ayme Curl
Donna Marie Hedge
Susan Barnes Curlee

Holly Lea Hefner
Jacqueline Carol Henshaw
Teresa Lynn Hensley
James Everette Heslep. II
Gyanneth Susan Hess
Trtsha Anne Illckmott
Donald Anthony Hill
Feras Yousef Hindi
Calheren Colleen Hlnes
Catherine Stuart Hlnes
Dale White Hodges
Jeffrey Dee Hodgson
Elizabeth Owens Hoggard
Gregory Neal Hollow,i\
Bobbie H. Holman
Lisa Holman
Heidemarie Catherine Holmes
Stephanie Lee Holmes
Joyce Elaine Holmon
Robert Phillip Hood
Christopher A. Hoover
Steven Hopkins
Christopher James He-ran
Michael Patrick Horlnko
Jacqueline Horsey
Angela Marie Horton
Stephen Wess Houchin
Kimberlee Ann Howells
Janet Katherin Huffman
Susan Virginia Hughe
Leslie Gayle Humphries
Martha McGuire Hundley
Robin Leigh Hunnicutt
Erik John Hunter
Shannon Sue-Mae Hurley
Rebecca Lynn Hurt
Eric William Hutzler
Darian Lee Hybl
Cristine Inzerillo
Jill Evonne Isaac
Christopher Keith Jacks
Jeffcry Darnell Jackson
Vivian Leigh Ramsey James
Megan Kay Janney
Gloria Barksdale Jarred
Kevin Michael Jefferson
Mark Andrew Jenkins
Patricia Marie Jenkins
IVggy Jo Jenkins
Julia Anne Jervis
Kimberly Renee Jeter
Alison Harris Johnston
Asia Roche Jones
Clifton W. Jones. Jr.
Raymond S. Jones
Stephanie Leigh Jones
Kimberly Elaine Just is
Suzanne Joy Kallighan
Elizabeth E. Kan
Jennifer Anne Kane
Scott Allen Kasper
Anthony Peter Katsarelis
Amy Leigh Kays
Pauline Blackwell Keeton
Lisa Lynne Kelly
John Thomas Kelsey
Robert Neal Kenny. Jr.
Maurice Amado Kessler
Michael David Kildow
Lee Andrew Klmble
Lisa Cumbea Klmbrough
Donna Marie King
Stephanie Dianne King
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John Gregory Klrby
Cynthia Newcomb Shelton
Kevin Michael Meehan
Peggv M. Kirbv
Holly Mamell Shilflelt Price
Michelle Ann Meeler
Debra Lee Shorter
Mark Allen Kirk
D'Nlta Paige Melton
Paul Sinuli Sulhu
Teresa Mane Kliner
Pal rick Alan Melton
Marguerite Hilary Sllvera
Katherine Townes Klotz
Alice Putney Metts
Sadie Hawlhome Simmons
Frank McMillan Knott. Ill
Edward Earl Midkiff
Karl Immanuel Singer
Janet Elaine Miles
Raymond Clyde Knott
David Bruce Sisson
Alison Kaye Miller
A.ul Thomas Knott
Mark Thomas Sistennan
Joseph R. Miller
Kimberly Janlne Koestnng
Linda Gayle Slayton
Melissa J Miller
Mark Vincent Kolesha
Andrew
Victor Smallwood
Alexandra Dawn Mister
Pamela Ann Ladd
Betty
Louise
Smith
William
Baine
Mitchell
Analisa Lage
Deborah
Ann
Smith
Joseph
Lee
Mitterer
Mil/I Potts Lai]
Gregory
Michael
Smith
Jennipher Carole Montgomery
Ix>ri Ann Dunbert
Jennifer
Cheryl
Smith
Walter Baron Montgomery
Kara RaChelle Lancaster
Julie Herndon Smith
Kelley Ann Moran
Nicole Christine Lanlngham
Rohm F Davidson Smith
Alan Richard Morgan
Kristen Elizabeth Laurilla
Shelia
M.ie Smith
Lisa
Andrea
Morris
Janelle Nicolette Lawyer
Stephanie
Suzanne Smith
Patricia Elaine Morris
Tracy Katharine Leach-Lewis
Tonya
Patrice
Smith
Roger Nash Morris
Darran Harvey Lee
Bernlce
Watts
Smyth
John Scott Morrison
Kristin Elizabeth Lee
(liar
Irs
Joseph
Sobrito. Ill
Michael Paul Morrison
Tamytha Toyota Lee
Sieve Randall Spain. Jr.
Barbara
Ann
Mountcasel
Tawanna J. Oliver Lee
Ashley Murray Sparks
Lisa Lynn Nolen Mountcasel
Sheryl Lynn Leffer
Susan Fleet wood Spring
Christopher Mundy
Myra Hurley Legg
Dawn Mlksad Stanley
Melinda Rae Munns
Richard Eric Lelllnger
Rebecca Gayle Stanley
Laura Nancy Munoz
Amy Louise Lerby
Tina
Mat hews Stanley
Cameron
Alana
Murray
Sheila Louise Lewis
LuCJf
Rebecca Slarhuck
Brandy Leigh Musgrove
Thomas Kelway Libby
Kaliiryn
G. Stinson
Vlckl Denise Myers
Leslie Anne Ligon
Carolyn
Louise
Strobcl
Tina Lynn Napier
James Francis Limbach
Leigh Ann Strong
Stacey
Lynn
Nash
Beth Ann Lindsay
Lesley Renee Stulcr
Amy Leigh Neale
Michelle Leigh Logwood
Kelly Renee Stubs
Karen Dianne Nelson
Karen Marie Lombardo
Fikria Stwod.iti
Kimberly Wynne Nelson
Lisa Kay Morris Long
Khalida Slwodah
Lisa Marie Nelson
Suesan Deborah Lord
Mohammad Naweed Stwodah
Rosemary
Nelson
Troy Wilson Loveday
Cara Noel Sullivan
Robert Glenn Netherland. Ill
Stace Edward Lowman
Stephen Patrick SwansonSharon Marie Newcomb
Scott Maclejewski
Cassie Joy Swope
Darrell Lee Nichols
Katherine Lynn Maclnnis
Katherine Jean Sykes
Dominick Joseph Magarelli. Jr Lisa Marie Nicklas
Cecillia Cllne Taylor
Kirby Anne Noble
Tamara Elizabeth Mainville
Jean
Raycticl Taylor
Tracy Ann Nock
Kathryn Lynn Maitland
Terry
Ann Tebault
Amy Lynn Norris
Kimberly Ann Makuch
Sarah
Virginia Tettcrton
Tammy Michele Nunn
Kimberly Ann Marcinlak
Jonathan
Drury Thackston
Graham Robert Nunnally
Mary Kimberly Marsh
JefTrey ErtcThlel
Kimberly
Kay
O'Connor
Shawn Edward Marshall
Kathryn Moore Thlel
Amelia Claire O'Donnell
Wendy Dale Martin
Jeffrey
E. Thomas
Windi Carol Oehms
Wendy Lynn Martin
John
Andrew
Thomasson. Ill
Mary Beth Ogden
Denise Michelle Masiello
James
Bruce
Thompson
Patricia Ruth Ogden
Glenda Marie Shutt Mason
Tammy
Lynn
Thompson
Stella Otway Osborne
Landon Rockne Mason
Belinda Faye Tignor
James
Palmer
Owen.
Jr.
Tanya Ingrid Georgia Malrai
Holly Upchurch Tiller
Phyllis Currin Owen
Dennis Alan May
Kenipy Mercell Tillerson
Catherine Bacon Owings
Shari Anne May
Muriel Lorraine Paige
Rebecca Lynn Todd
Wesley Andrew Allen Mayton
Maurice Eyston Tollrvcr
Rhonda Monlque Paige
Tammie Sue McAbee
Jennifer Belshan Tomko
Peter John Pandazides
Heather Elaine McBride
Kukrit Pantoomano
Dana Jeanette Tomlln
Steven Darwyn McCall
Charles
Joseph
Parker
Stacy Lynn Townsend
Tracy Lynn McCarthy
David
Wayne
Parrlsh
Anlssa Lynn Hamlett Trent
Kim Cherte McCluney
Susan
Diane
Parrish
James
Anthony Trent
Tambra Annette McCraw
Cynthia Yvonne Paschall
Irenle T. Trlarhos
Valerie DelFonta McCraw
Timothey A. Patrick
James R. Trlcarlco. II
Melissa McDaniel
Nancy
Susan
Patterson
Dawn Truong.
Tracey Dawn McGregor
Shannon Marie Patterson
Yvonne Edwards Tucker
Laurie Celeste McKean
Jo Ann Tuohey
Catherine Denny Patteson
Deirdre Camille McKendry
Janette Lynn Turner
Marcus Lee Paxton
Charles Edward McKlnney
Lisa Ann Tyler
Andrea Lee Payne
Michael Ray McKlnney
Cheryl Lynn Umbergcr
Michelle Ranae Pearson
Christine Kelly McMurtrie
Vonda Kay Peatross
Grace Michele VanHoutcn
Tenera Marie McPherson
Suzanne Marie Pellegrino
Gianni Venturl
Christine Dawn Meadows
Garland Wayne Perkins
Elizabeth Anne Verley
Kelley Ann Perkins
Valerie Shaw Vlda
Monlque Carlyn Voehrlnger
Bobbi-Len Pethtal
Cheryl Ann Wagstaff
Martha Mae Petry
Elizabeth Jackson Pettier
Anne Bryan Walte
William Alexander Phifer
Alison Marie Walek
Richard Kevin Walker
Susannah Jane Pinch
Jayne Graham Thomas Plnelll Thomas Bennett Walker
Stacy A. Plngel
Rhonda Gaye Wall
Kimberly Dawn Pollock
Charleen Walters
Timothy Alan Poole
Carolyn Ann Ward
Eric Edward Pories
Christopher Scott Ward
Elva Wyatt Ward
Jessica Lane Powell
Ashley Reed Warren
Stephanie Fielding Powell
Martine A. Washko
Susan Marie Powers
Angela Yvette Wat kins
Angela Montague Poythress
Eric Paul Watklns
Ernest Kenner Price
Franklin Matthew Watson. II
Michael Scott Prickett
Kelly Dlxon Wawner
James Gllliam Puckett, Jr.
Michael Christopher Pugh
Carol Jean Webb
Lisa Michelle Webster
Stevan Wayne Qulncy
Sara Ellen Quiscnberry
Tambrya Lynn Weddle
Angela Johnson Radlc k
Kellie Susan Welsenbeck
Thomas Lee Ragland. Jr.
Aaron Richard Wenzel
Bryan Louis West
Laura Anne Raiford
Karen Michelle Westcoff
Alan Wayne Rapee
Jennifer Hope Ratlief
Holly Wcstenhoefer
Sandra Kaye Ratliff
' irla Jean Westerman
Carol Lynn Reeves
Mitchell Wade Wharam
Steven Theodore Reinhart
Amanda Lea Whltby
Kevin Peebles Whltby
Dorothy Marie Ricks
Paula Renee Riddle k
Daniel Leddy White
Sharon Lynn Rlek
Nancy Morrow White
Jamie Dawn Riffle
Stephanie Laphew White
Anne Marie Ringler
Ada Allen Whltehead
Stacy Lynn Roberts
Michael John Whllford
Amy Llane Robertson
Sue I Isher Wiley
Nlchole Langley Roblson
Barbara Cox Wllkerson
Rosemarie Kathleen Romano John Phillip Wllkerson, Jr.
Tammy Renee Rose
Nancy Kyle Wilkinson
Krlstlne Marie Rossi
' athertae Rigdon Williams
Dianna French Roull
. nthla Ann Vandall Williams
Mitchell Rubin
Lyllle Ann Blanton Williams
Kirn Marie Smelser RudCM Ilk Melissa Gayle Williams
Linda Dsriene Russell
Suzjjrme Malea Williams
Theresa Diane Sakiewli /
Vemell Seay Williamson
Aimee Pressel Sarver
Jo Ann Wills
Sandra Lynn Saundrts
Bryan Andrew Wlndley
JoAnn Marie Sayko
John ( onrad Wlngold. IV
( ,nl Thorn.is Si hicber
I-airra Ann Winslow
lames Henry Schornagel
9C0tt Johnson Wiseman
Hobble Jackson Scott
William Patrick Wood
Patricia Dale Seamster
I rsci Lynne Woodlngton
JoAnne Palmore Seay
I liornas Wayne Woodward, Jr.
M Courtensy Sclden
Angela Lynnette Wright
Luther I-eroy Wright. Jr.
Charles Bellford Bhseff, m
RacheDe Patterson Wright
Brian Edward Shay
Joseph Edwsrd Yaroszewskl
Jaime Theresa Shearls

ConGRADulations

On Making The Grade!
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April 29. 1991
Hearty saiae from Russia' I am 17
yrs ok) and 1 wet be glad to make the
acquaintance wah the persons of my
age m the USA I study economy m
M University ikkatishmg sport 1
ask to answer those who want to visa
RusM and 10 tmd a good frond
Dmrky Boi 1388

PERSONALLY YOURS

We would tke to make the
acquaintance wrti an Amercan
lama, working on a larm Age ot
Amereans mav be 35 45 yrs My .
rule and 1 are tond of agriculture we
Ike nature We have two daughters
Svetlana and Laya Boi 2179

PENPALS

would kke to make frwnds wen
American farmers eichange
experience and to get to know the
morals ol a country that rs St*
unknown to US The Bessmertny

flllilllllll
»s Beour

'<93
1
*n*f Of doctors nould kke to mate
an American tamay to spend the
wmw We undertake al
MSflMI MMPlfMlhflMIDVl<
ID [Mark later .1, *e«.
I. ji.l ,i,M ". i«"-o/.'
Ateiandw 36 Bo- <48

If you we young happy *■«*! in
kte Of people m If* USS" and Ball.
. "os letsbecomefronds la
bo alad to mm you to vrst FUga
(-I..I avujkon pact JO play toons
wwnq m winter average hnowtodge
"gash Wirte end we we sure to
become fnends Van Boi 151
Only by getkng acquainted a*
yaw old Vadwn Bran*o wal you be
**•■ Ic ■ ejuj a' n I <>y "si acruv.
the wteaeo" to Sovot Unon
tjegmnmg from the Scena and
Q m Moscow or lerangrad Boi
166
Heady to shoe future friends from
America my rvjkve Karelia of blue
lakes I am 2? mwrad variety of
interests and four professions My
ante and I would be glad to tea) good
fronds m the USA We -.now itaaan
and English Sergey Boi 210?
lour of Russia Vou may choose
your own route Your stay m Russia
wa be eicitmg and free of charge
Aleiander Boi 60
Voung couple from Leningrad wah
charmmg daughter 5 immes young
Americans to vrst Leningrad and rts
suburban parks and castles We
guarantee tine recepkon and m the
future we hope to return our visit to
the USA The skkoteevs Boi 2010
Student chermst I / would eke to
hnd a friend whom I mvte to visit tie
Ukraine I love tourism foreign
languages good muse Waiting
impalienty Vun Boi 2127
Modest tarmfy hying m center of
Leningrad suggest a non currency
exchange ol families ol two people
.v urej infjej i ootmt DtMOhi
meals, transport possible visrl to
Moscow We ■ be attentive and
hearty IheMattasovs Boi 2011
Oleg from Russia 36 wouk) like to
visas and probably gel
acquainted wah an American ol
age I otter a week s accommodation
m Leningrad Bo« 1966
My everlasting dream has been u
have a grttnend m the USA who
rraght be able to come to flowering
mountainous Dagestan swan m the
Caspian Sea and rest m the
mountains Impatiently warang
Diana Boi 2076
I ve always eipenenced sincere
■ I ' :! • ■' ■.
..■,.■
i
now I stretch out my frondry hand to
you Want to know you better and
nope to see my American fnend at
my place show tarn the Caucasus
and my hospitable people Manna
25 Boi2044
Should kke to get acquainted ol a
young American lamey wtshmg to
visit the USSR and have a rest m the
resort zone of Kazakhstan I am
married fcve in a smal town love my
daughter Sphere of mferesfs m
commerce II be glad to be your
hotprlable host Musa Boi 2122
f amity of tour mvites American lamily
to vrsit the city of Jelemovodsk and
make an eicrtmg trip to wortd known
inountamous resort of Dombay and
visit the tool ol the great beauty
Ebrus We guarantee a hearty
reception and the best ol me best of
Caucasus dishes Helen Boi 2129
I coking lor friend in the USA Like to
know more about America and
Americans Finance 2 Americans on
tie territory of USSR guarantee trap
to Leningrad Moscow Donets and
the famous resort Kislovodsk
ImpaMnty looking for your answer
Aleiander Boi 2069
Soviet tarmfy would kke to meet
Americans To speed up our
relakons I invite you to VIM
i' ■ ngrarj ttwgniMaa
■ODMMtodMoi p- ■ !• raasajng
reciealion program visit museums
toeJM irMtOMca ' tean bMM
»wa*ng your answer Igor Boi 34
Young lamily wants to make friends
w* Americans Win be glad to
receive you m Karoka regon ol
forests and lakes Want to believe
that our ecquamlance w* bring us a
tot ol interesting news Aleiander
32 years old machine operator
MMM mu , poMoi eai tM
Bo. ?;a
• ml 1o have conlnbuted
heavily «i development of non formal
linnets between people a you want
to learn much about He m the Soviet
Unon and to make mends with kke
maided person m the empee of evil'
please respond IVVchail 28 years
ok) Boi 248
Student 22 interested in kteraturr
photography psychology muse
dances kavekng Mia to ante and

tram team Old

itotttvrj

friends o the USA who are tond of
Russian language cutluie kte Hope
totaramtauonkioui tVta*t«inl
Americans trine Boi 279
bchoolgat. 15 crazy about hard rock
lespeaaty -Guns n Roses' groupi

'w. si

IN, IT:-

im

< m subtect is teerature Like to
uiay len-as to go to the case with
friends i prefer science fiction and
detective novels Lenta Boi 261
if you desire to make friends with
'
ly l..i.iiH,..siawa,, ..,.!.■ k I'
other ha» way W* reply to your
■ n ■» r- ii i- aiuri Our
famey Father (33 years ok) auto
leporman) mother and 2 daughters
' lot you letters
Chupnanovy Boi 276
Hope to find good friends I am tond
of music lashon history and events
gomgonmthel'
Would kke to make friends with
young Americans e-rth many sided
interests and hobtMn I hope very
much that our relakons w* be butt
■■• kmdness and smcenty
M years ok) tuner Interests
tourism books and hatory Boi 264
Voung tamiiy m smal town ol Batumi
on shore of Black Sea wants to make
friends anth American tame, Hope
.'VI
n.-,1.« I.., 'M

■

,

anaeM « poor?* . Ii

the USSR We wait anpakently to.
iheanrMni joraiMt Susanna (261
and our Mtte son B
'leach my hand of tnendshrp across
ff* ocean to young American (amity
to whom acquamtance with ordmary
tamay from USSR ww be of rntoresl
No doubt thanks to our heartily
■Hers we wet learn much about each
jthei Kavdest regards to American
kond Oteg 26yearsokt
I have toi a long lime dreamed of
gHkng * uuaaUM wth American
, «1 rvnwi ens I d be glad to make
friends '■ your beauktj remote
iii26 schoolteacher love
« and kavekng Gakna
•ve atone Accompany
■ itf pan .•„,!, aMfa
languages vented 4 Fuiopean
countnas Heard much about
America ' kke much of what I ve
hraarrj . tarM llt>|rMtMrya>
g
■HMI
IMMI

■ tlie ,
• not us the-who'll not now then
when1 Wani to nave mar,
tnenrja Want my wee to be an
3tot and clever American lets
MCh other work be merry
together I Itwvx the epoch of tools *
wo 'i .».. oountry I anewei
everybody VerJm Boi 113
lam 16 dream ol having friend r the

' '•« '•' •'••'''-

fit) MM . M

Teache. of physcal cuku-MMutl vmsa hsM I
"-'
■veryt) rrgcterai rang rrMtni - M
■rarid »<"i ••■" ■
■•' ■'■■■ ■ '
for myseff rts fasto-y cutlure Eager
to snow the beauty t* ov

Oeg Boi 2074
M .-ii, ■tcssM •'!. ilAraracnar
have rjpprjrtunrty to fmd friends m the
band and wee 40 son 16
daughter 8 Marry wekngtoknowa
tot nave a tol ol friends fipecting
your letters dear friends, sf*
unknown to us Boi 128
I dream ol tinrkng friends in the USA
who would acquaint rne with your
wonderful country 1am 16 I love
muse literature I am a bit
superslrkous I believe o poltergeists
Bo. 2131
I wanl to gel lo know and love
America That myslenous tar oft
country 11 be very happy if my luture
American kiend w* help my dream
come true I am sure that Russia *'
be even more wonderful to you if you
respond to my love Svetlana age
27 art decorator medeal msMute
student Boi 153
lam 16 graduakngfrom
Krasnoyarsk secondary school
Siberia music school Want to be a
dentist My dear friend I wanl to
know more about your country
maybe you could come to visit me
and we d become real friends Oga
boi 2092

■

tot ol friends Warkng tor you m the
Ural mountains The Mulayarovs
Boi 2034
Before we were tok) that we are
drlterenl now we more often hear
akke How are we to lure o peace
and agreement' The interest i your
country is great Amerrcansi Here is
our hand of friendship Please
respond The Makarov famey
Boi 2149
OroViary Russian young man kom
the far off Volga regon wants to
understand what Americans are kke
I am 27 have wonderful wile and
little son Automobae repair man My
hobby is hard roc* Amereans
eipeckng your repty Vetor Boi 2066
■.-.!.!.>'"

'...).'

Sachakn Island would kke to make
Amencan friends Adventure lovers
«ll not lose anything il they come to
wttM Sa hs* ' 'T
...I-.■'•■•■
hearty recepkon Love to travel
dream ol visiting America Georgy
Boi 1286
Greekngs from Moscow' Archrtecl
student looking lor friend age 20 23
interested to eichange cooons on
youth problems architecture
painting history of Russia and
America Glad to receive Amexan
fnend here Peter Boi 2055
Tailor 37 interested in modem
dotting traveling and languages
would kke to meet person or lama,
i. interests It woukjn I be
worse to meet o person I am ready
to receive guests Sergey Boi 143
17 yr ok] student from Baky wi be
nappy to find friends m America
cove pop muse go in for sport Grve
my fnend hearty welcome Boi 2022
T

Modern small Russian woman (son
14 daughter 8| wonderful attitude
towards Americans Should kke lo
make friends with you wonderful
people Institute education, an
engrneer programer Speak German
.i -•• En) ilt . x* n
•■ ' bee
cosy home Tafyana Boi 2095
fiakve town ol Krrovachan sutlered
dunng the earthquake m Armenia I
thank al Americans who responded
to our misfortune I d kke lo tod
friend in USA get to know America
better and its wonderful people
Student of foreign languages 25 rot
mamed Waiting Name Boi 2105
During service o the Navy i msiled
several loreign countries I wanted
,..., nuj' - ".,.,. ma v. *"
people m drflerent countries I m 22
want to become journakst writing on
loreign problems Preparing to enter
foreign Allans Institute Victor Boi 41
Studeni 19 ol the pofytechrvcal
institute I could tell my • ■
American friends much about the
Soviet Unon Know about America
only ihrough oftoal sources kke lo
get to know American traditions and
everyday kie Looking forward to your
letters Oga Boi 2085
I hope to establish contact with
American citizens III help you to get
to know Russia Siberia the Taiga I
am interested of an American way of
lile and the* organization of pnvate
enterprises Victor Boi 2111
Fame, horn Ural mountains would be
glad to get letter with American
stamp Mother is lawyer lather Irade
official two charming children 13
and 3 We kve m a healthy mode ot
Me are sociable, cheerful hospitable
fun ol good wilt The Rustamovs
Boi 2109
Voung famey of scientific medeal
A ••
A
il ■- ' ;•!.!'.■
wilh Americans Age Hmit doesn t
itiafla Out rzjhrjta :>i itanM
lounsm and problems ol ecoogy art
The Saroyants Boi 2100
Large Soenan lamily would leas lo
gel acquainted with simitar type ot
American family with the aim ot
getfrng lo know about He customs.
D betOnse. hranrji <■. I-.I^Q.- .oio"-t
photos and slides we can tell you
about our countryside city of
Novosrorrsk Boris Boi 101
Voung tamay ol 4 wishes to make
friends and eslabksh personal
contacts with lamey from the USA
We d kke to get to know the kie ol a
simple American tamay interests
problems interested m muse sport.
poliles Hope welotetesl you The
OsadcfM Boi 179
Dear Friends1 We want to make the
acquaintance ol US larrMy MeJe 28
Tafyana 24 three girls two twins
We kve ei 2apokarh|e (beyond the
Arete Crrdei Mkce rs an army man
Our greatest desire is thai the future
ol our children would always be
peaceful and tui of love Boi "5
Citizens of the USA1 USSR family
sends greekngs to you1 We kve in the
Pacee Coasl thus we are nerghbors
and God ffrmseff meant us to snow
each other It you are interested o
Soviet army man s tamay wnte to us
i eai', rarakrtg MaomttMi lajtm
Laso Boi 2103
Beorussian tamay twochrldren
wouk) kke to find friends in USA
Grown upt are interested in
ptej ami .' idiCkinti JI>CI
cobrrngrng Chadren interested in
sports modern and dasseal muse
Whole lamey studns Engksh Boi
2084
Crimean family whokkesftower
keepng and kve o the country would
kke to make friends with the
American lamily with similar interests
we hope to get response The llyms
Boi2077
1

Dear Americans Our ramify consists
ol two Igors (lather and son| and two
Takanas imolher and daughter)
Want to make friend with lamey
whose chadren have then parent s
and grandparent s names Our love
hta Baaanrtaaaithi ram MI.,
Kotesnek tamay Boi 2039
Wed very much kke to make friends
with American family having children
Common interests who knows may
unrteus I am a psychologist my
husband a a lawyer we have two
charming children Boi 2135
W4h the am estaoksfwig tnendty
relakons among our peoples my
fame, and I (husband ton 3?
daughter itona 9 son Riunc 51
t" ;• tgeata cq errtMlMI
'!'
'"■ I A
'•"■-.!'. M
eipansive books sport Iravetang
I ■ ■ v . , i,
.■•■■ , . • i I. .
21
Greeting from Srbena' Do you want
to make friends with 2 young
larnwes' Does the problem ot
•a eg).: diii tun W ol kant ltd
*.'■. mi De.......-.it... MM
gem ol Srbena the lake Barkati it
Ei do wnte please Lett be friends
We have for a long tme wanted to be
friends wrti young American tamay
Real natives from the Ural
mountains love our country side 2
daughters we I be glad lo answer
thousands who 'espond The
Ffremovs Boi 2036
Here • our tamay Papa ekjetrone
M pNt ■ iphtosw) it <vo
Mama vawnteuj Russian language
and literature teacher two sons
Aleiander it Seigey 7 Wealieed
heaHhy mode of Me Our weJiisto
correspond with an American lama,
Voung modern Sovwt lame, with two
,vj 9i would be glad to
coneepond with simiar American
lamey We bekevo that tneroshrp
between our lamkes wel wengthen
fnendeho between o» people The
Mehaaovs Boi 987
Typeal Soviet tamay from Lerangiad
weahes to mak» tana with
Amencan fame, tobewarknow
Amencans and the spae of thee
country Our interests are vast from
cooking to economet We love
nature and tithmg The Podponns

he Vorontsov fame, from Lenrtgrad

• ;„:.■..•'

,,»•.■'

. •■

■

own eyes and find friends there
fekolai is an architect wee Tafyana
is a dentist and 13 yr ok) daughter
Sophia will be happy to receive ,ou
■ RUN I V" I-.-'"'■
■'",
welcome Boi 1989
Want to have Inendt, relations with a
person preferably girl) ot my age to
mvile her lo sunny Armenia and go
sightseeing tarn 21 play the drums.
guitar and piano tn sport kke
volleyball ka-ate kung tu Karen Boi
91 If you want to fmd a fnend in the
USSR send a letter to a young man
with techneal education and many
sued interests |muse photos etc I
who dreams to make friends with the
people of the same age o Amenca
to share knowledge about my country
and to gel lo know their Me Dnvky
2iyrsoU Boi 280
would kke to correspond with the
people who are interested ,n
receiving letters across the ocean m
sharing their impressons Write and
Kw* fmd a new fnend tor you
a 30 years wrist Boi 392
i dance Russian and Soviet rock I
smg Russian songs and romances I
kke poems fond of philosophy
looking lor fnend interested in the
. ..„

a,,

■

. . • .

.. »,,.,

Boi 388
I am looking tor the friends in the
USA11 wart letters from mterestog
cheerful people at age I' to 50
years Aleie, 26,rsok3 owner of
the saloon o'voeo games Interests
painting comes, cartoons science
feton rock music Boi 383
I am 24 yrs ok) mamed I have got a
lot ot interests I wdl be happy to
correspond with the youth of the
USA Eksavete Boi 393
I wouk) be very glad to make mends
with a boy or a gel at age ol 15 20 yrs
i am 18 yrs ok) student 180 cm o
height I have dark hair, blue eyes
many seled interests rock and pop
muse pofrhcs and so on i kke to tak
with m, friends read listen to muse,
watch horror tarns Andrei Boi 403
1
r^a^e desire to know Amencan ol
my age and prolesson I am 35 ft
ok). I work as a miner I kke sport
(running cycling body burkjing
hockey table tenors) muse (modem
singing poets and modem singers
cycling trips I wouk) like to learn
much about Amencan Irte your
worries and leisure Leonid Boi 384

I desire to make friends with the
young people in your country who
are going to begin their business ai
an, sphere I want to write answers
to ever, letter m order to eichange
ailormakon and meet someday my
colleagues lace to face Varkm 2i
yrs ok) economist oterests
business Bo- 394
I am lond ol sport cars and
motorcycling I am very interested in
your country I am a student ol the
Inslrtute of the cars and highways I
*e muse I hope very much to make
friends with a young Amencan guy
or gel tond ol an intereskng busmess
tor the correspondence tourism or

taon 'O',..... BUM ''!.-• Kotiti i an

19 yrs ok) Boi 391
I want to know a gu, or gal m
America I dream to know about the
kte in your country about your habit
and ways ol living With pleasure I
wrl share my smal eipenence with
you Respond those who think as I
am Roman 18 ,rs ok) Boi 362
I want very much cur countries to kve
o peace But il is possible onl, with
contacts between people I am a
perkafrrti I kke sewing crochekng
and cooking I like animals I have
amusing cat Mashka What is
worrying vou and what making
happy'' Manna. 28 yrs Boi 358

he) country The non hard currency
eictvange of tamikes « else posMae
!>!•• '"> ii*.-' is 4 .1 my I .' iVCl
eeier I think it d be very intereskng
for both of us Oennady Bo. 20K

Whae watching the presidents of our
counkies shaking hands id kke OK
lamwes to do the same The
GUsunovs Boi 2042

■■• 'am«y interested m
everythmg that is new in i

Simple Soviet tarrvay from Perm
wishes to contact Amenc

Want frond no'
strong character and bram able to do
anything uneipected '■' I ■
quite pretty, height '70cm
faoundtess ataktos ■ ighUi obstinate
but lender and*"HI astute mmd
Tafyana Boi 431
I wouk) kke to recerve a tetter from a
young get if she feels ronefy and
wants to have a friend able to
understand her and to help Write
me maybe I wai |usray your hopes
and improve your We '
ok) radn physeian Boi 432
To a young get my message1 Sorgei
20 yrs ok) future protesson in
computer engineering I kke muse
TtwFsowng Stones Depeche
Mode' Kino11 Cevama | and Aiea
Ike cinema Fond ot sport play
tootoal basketball and runrang I
want know how you kve spend your
time in Amenca Boi 700
Work as bus drrver m spare tune go
m tor sport travel a tot tondol
autosport Not married 25 yrs Ok)
heoht 177 cm weight 82 kg
stocky want to meet Amencan
woman ot 20 35 ,rs correspond and
make friends with t»- Vakny Boi
436
Wee and I want to get m touch with
an Amencan lamily kve in Caucasus
m a beautiful town of Nalchi Have
chedren lamengineer burrder. my
wrle teacher Interested m budding
farming cultural Me Wethmkthat
the ocean drvrdmg our country, we)
not be obstacle m our friendship and
we certainly vrsri each other Ruslan
40 years ok) Boi 800
Graduation year student speciality English language and literature)
looks lor the fronds m the USA I
want lo improve my English and
perhaps to help those who study
Russian I am tond ot pamtog
psychology, interested o the
problems of the literary translation
Helen Boi 2152
I want to fmd fronds <n the USA I am
32 yrs ok) single I have twher
educalem Sociable cheerS* I kke
rock muse and ujzz and travels I
invite you to Moscow or Vladivostok
I war be glad to everybody who wrl
respond Serge. Boi 2156
Photographer s and muse teacher s
'i • , MMM •* clt dta * '"*
glad to establish friendly and
business contacts with Amencans
We kke reading traveling We have
agoodveteo and record coaection
We want very much to learn more
about across the ocean life
Kudashovs Bo. 2165
Heko friend11 wouk) kke lo make the
acquaintance wrth an Amexan guy
at an age of 16 18 yrs His 80
interesting to know how you live
spare your lime *ha' kind of
problems you lace MtM tarns you
watch and generally who are ,ou' i
am 16 yrs ok) I am tond ot
automobile engmeermg video
muse Hope we wilt meet each other
someday Vital, BOI2I6I
Ak .5 yrs ol my Me I dream to lind a
fnend m the USA mm, spare time i
like traveling reading crocheting I
M '.'.no 0' sv. - '' ' B ";>|» '
recerve an answer Victoria Boi
2162
■waut'j' ^p to dale girl I
am 17 yrs ok) and I am a student of
the commerce institute Want a friend
m the USA because fnendsh* is the
best thing in the Me i kke travels i
read a tot Alma Be. 2158
Hi' I am a miner I live 12 yrs o North
Siberia al 69 paratlei I wal gladly
co-respond with an, American who
wil conlirm in fas letter our eke a
anyone asks in the supermarket
when then first sfrawberros appear
the answer w< be the following at 6
0 Clock in the morning Vladrmir 34
yrs ok) Bo. 236
- .can fronds' if you want a
girl frond m the USSR SO wnte me a
letter I am brownhaaed person wrth
brown eyas I am 16 yrs ok) I love
everything that makes our Me yjyous
and interesting Helen Boi 2160
1 live in Dagestan astonishing
republe keeping its ancient
architecture and tradaons I am 22
yrs ok) rjconomrst interested m
proboms ol intemalonal commerce
Javgarat Boi 2155
Young tamay having 2 year old son
Drmula wouk) ike to make to
acquaintance with the Amereans it
wai be very interesting to learn much
about Amencan Me from our new
fronds abroad Oteg lansa Boi
2163
30 year ok] Russian man wouk) kke
to correspond wan Amereans of 20
40 yrs I am smote, my height ISO
cm I work as tie Iram conductor
Those who want I wal mvrte to visit
Rostov on Don Boi 3161 seek friends
who are interested m my country and
its culture We are the people of two
great states and we have so much
common but we do not know each
other I wai try to be useful lor you
Igor 25 yrs ok) stup akjctncian Boi
240
Hi' My name a Andrei. I am 20 yrs
ok) I study muse I am a drummer I
live m Sroena a is wrjndertul fore I
■..■.■

„, •■

,..

cinema architecture take nature
people. Me I want to fmd a fnend
And when we meel to play muse or
lusttotak I bekeve very much m
your answer and our maatmg

t want very much to get o touch with
the Americans My daughter Dyana
aid' '\<if' i and ,i itiaa Iran M
USA letters am help us because a
rs drfteult to kve isomekmes)
Several words tram the real Inend
may brighten up our lite Kanne 34
yrs ok) mathemakcian engineer
oletests travelling pokkes.
Itoreutlure Boi 351

Heko I am 18 yrs ok) I am a second
year student ol the Aarcratt ktslitule
in tat luture I wi be a programmer I
kke kstenmg to muse (especially
Roietle Frank Duval) traveling
Oancmg and swrnnmmg II you want
to fmd a faahtul frond m Russia drop
me a kne without doubts
Andrei Boi 213

Our family wet be nappy to acquaint
with American fronds We bekeve
thai our cwrespondence win be
continued by our children We think
that in this way they may understand
••'»■ tneal eafeBtla I mn,g trnM«y..r.^
Now a is necessary Helena 27 yrs
Ok) economist Vase, 28 Igor 4
andkene wst one yrs ok) Boi 338

■ •' N WMWaxaMt)auMH
a' la MM igi Mpaaat) Mhoi

I want much to receive i
though il seams mpossole I am
usual person 163 cm in height my
weight 53 kg and brown eyes This
year I graduated from Urwersify
Itpeaakty Tuotog, I Most ol al sea
In sprte ot the led thai I kve tar from
the sea I am tond ol underwater
swimming I have written to you with
great hope Olga 24 yrs ok) Boi 352
United tamay from town ot Saratov in
Russia on bank of river Volga
dreams to tmd friends m she
fransailankc country Wearemothsr
lasher and two cunout sons {6 ml 7
.•scad' We often go the forest on
WVcejl I KM w.ii pakMvjatM
* I ra avi ram i at h - k
Gennady 29yrsok) B,.
My son and I hope to be acquanteo
with Amenca and Americans We
bekeve we win tmd a tot ol fronds
WMkx M inaata ....t. >■....•. u, ■
Malta »ar*»
' .
Dear American fnend' I hope you wa
wnte me and help me to gel to knov,
you I am 17 yrs Ok) this, ear i km/
tie school and I am going to ereer
medeal intktute In my spare tme I
•Stan to muse (The Beates. Peter
Gabr* Elvnl Among al kinds ol
sport i prate, baeketbal and toure
■katng Ihi or*) aaraortunrt. • .„.
ea.fr other our Otter.
Boi 350
»you desire to have a fnend o the
USSR dropmealme Iwtlbeglad
to answer any kieam from you
rnpeoaey 4 you ate humor love
kte anmak) dances (I neve studwo
for already ten years modern
sportdancati I coaact smal toys i

Mlataaa toama) Mai fealaya -

Famayoia mother lather two
charming children of 6 em'
would be very glad u gel acquainted
w4h an Ameiean tamay We are fond
oikxnism lira** etejMM Man
The Bugrovs Boi 2086

pamting btocybernotcs muse and
tourism Boi 428

•Ml .■*) i>.«j'a.-"i." |

.,'
rtie. awMa ■vui>\* \ M
the tool of E torus i work as a mmer
al the height of XXX) meters Km,
spare tme t kke tavoing mountain
skiing and lejaartna to the muee lam
24,rsok) Are»olkiendidoe»nt
play any rote Roman B. i
We wouk) gadder, by personal
contact with those conespondrig
with us About ourselves Manna 25
yrs ok) artwt Votodya 28 ys ok)
1" Our .nlerestl

22 yr old young man kom tie
Northern Caucasus w* be glad tc

I repair cars and hope to gel a higher
educaton I have got a tot ol interests
My name will remind you ntountans
Eorus Boi 225
24 yr ok) lecturer ol Da inaakjte
• ■

,-.

...■...,

young people from tie USA I have a
higher education single fond of
programming Engksh I IM kavekng
and listening to the good muse I
• I lor i .■ .'•■■", Mat " ,
Igor Boi 204
Nkolai 37 yrs ok). 04 industry
i ■■■
mi
!•■. ban
Married have two daughters

-i"-'• ■ ■
201

NM
an isiaMaa ha

30 yr ok] unmarried sconkst in
machanes and math looks tor pan
fronds m the USA I hope to develop
to citizen deaomacy' and to
eichange ol the KMe* on posses
econom, kteratme cmema
phaoeophy ol sconce and events ol

Kind regards from a tamay whose
last bom appeared June 27 1965
opening day of Moscow youth
festival Maybe you had the same toy
that day respond please1 We
dream that a the begmnmg ol the
new century om chadren wai meet
and we become mends by that time
Tkachtcks Boi 2190
M, husband and I are 25 ys ok) w4
yr ok) daughter We we opknasls we
l*e animate muse books sea

Military navigator ol sea aviakon
wants to get m touch w tarrakes ol
American pilots and navigators I
work m aviakon almost 20 yrs My
wile works tor the Nav, Two sons 13
and 15 yrs also dream to become
paots We hope that our Ove ol the
sky makes us fronds Aleiander. 37
yisok) Boi417
I want 10 make fronds with Amencan
tamay My husband and I kke cars
Our children Olga 12 yrs ok) plays
basketball collects stamps Andre. II
yrs ok] plays football and cokects
stamps w football symboksm Our 18
month ok) daughter Oksana goes to
the nursery Gakna 36 yrs ok)
economisl Boi 389
Honest kind diligent sportive
Engksh speaking tamity from the
USSR (father 40 ,rs old mother •
35 son 15 and daughter Hi dreams
to become fronds wrth resembkng
lamit, from the USA Fedeyevs
Boi 400
Our family would kke to make
acquaintance with Amencan tamity
We kke travelling can lei interesting
stones about different places ol the
USSR We wai be glad a
correspondence grows mto friendship
and our chadren continue a Our son
Roma is 3 yrs ok) Vladmw 131 yrs
oldi and Svetlana 129 yrs ok); Boi
402

• i~ ,..' a Ma na ■ M) MNI
captam and warrant ofteeri and our
II yr ok] son want to make friends
iieans Average age ol our
famey « about 23 3 yrs Because ot
out miktary servee we cannot visit
you so we invite you to Betorussia
Komeyevs Boi 390
1 am economisl and my husband is
engineer We have 3 chadren live on
the bank ol Volga m a smal town
We would kke frondshei and cultural
eichange with a lamily from the
USA Aleiander 40 years old Bo.
387
We ve interested 10 make the
acquaintance with Ameiean family 1
and my wife Galma have two
18 y ok) daughter and 14 yr
ok) son We lake an interest m
upbrmging and education Amencan
cookmg questions ot poktes and
Orsure Eugene 4" ,rs ok] Boi 376
Our frtendry tamay consisting of 40
,r 010 parents two sons 118 yr ok]
student ot Porytechmcai institute and
>6 yr ok) pupa) and 9 yr ok) daughter
kving m a small peturesque health
resort offers to correspond and to
eichange visas with an analogous
Amencan lamily 16 yr ok) Mehal wai
write letters Boi 378
Voung Iam4y ot doctors wants to get
m touch with Amencan family m order
to shatter the myth thai there are
bears on the streets of Siberian
towns The interests ot our tamey
mother lather and 5 yr ok]
:.

■

.-..,• ...1

,"....

Bo. 369
1 want to make fronds with Amencan
tamity w 3 or more chaoran speaking
a little Russian We have 5 chrkxen
3 study and pla, musical
instruments piano tlute vtokns ceko
and trumpet Our twins go into
kindergarten I dream my chadren wet
learn English and visit America Anna
40yrsok) Boi 342
We met during studos m
conservatory and almost 9 yrs we ate
happ, m our sunn, tamay love
presented us a son and a daughteWe haver many hoobos auto
tourism hunting fishing knrtkng
cookmg but our main joy is
association w daterent people a is
the mner mechanrsm of Me Vealy
and Tatyana Boi 370
Voung lamey wants 10 make
acquaintance wajh Amencan tamay ol
the same age We all <>»t sense of
humor like fravetkng wound the
country Eugene 29 yrs ok) works m
at works cooperative, fond of hockey
and football lansa 25 works as
goods manager ikes to read sew
and km Our chadren Cnnskna
I'ene and Mkchaa we 5 4 and I yr
ok] Boi 353
It wi be super to make fronds with
an American famey loving chedren
and flowers Perhaps you atso play
tennis have a cat aquarium tanas
and strum on the gurt w We we joky
lame, ot engineers from Siberia 7 yrs
ago We came here bu* the town
and now we are happy Sekvenovs
Bo. 321
it Amercan lame, rs interested m
Russujn kte we we glad to make
fronds There « a manraaous idea to
make a short 14m comparing to
days ol Sovot and Amencan
tamikes We love sport tourism and
dances We we 33 yrs ok) our
daughter is 10 yrs old and our dog
Ersen is lust I yr Tangayevs Boi
292
Famey from Odessa wouk) kke lo
make the acquaintance ol an
American lamily ol 3 4 parsons
About ourselves father frame, of
sambo lunarmed salMtencel
master ol spot ol rmemahonai level
motor economol our son • 12 yrs
ok) Vureskuta Boi 232
fame, from USSR waits tor otter
from Amencan tamrty We we 30 yrs
old we have 3 chadren By education
vetermary surgeons We kve m the
county and have a smal indrvrdua
larm Especially we wal be glad to
recerve an answer from a farming

Ian it ■ nlrtortMDri

Kulakovskrys Bo. 196
To correspond wrth fronds abroad a
very ntereskng tor me As sartor I kke
very much to docover now lands I
am 42 yrs ok). 172 cm m height my
weight 69 kg Non drinker I would
be happy lo reply to any latter from
child or man or r/andmother Vun
Boi 418
I wouk) Ike lo make fronds wah guys
and gets from Amenca I am 26 yrs
ok) pretty brunette sociable
mamed I have tmrahed museal
school that is wh, I play the pano
and kke muse I work as a math
teacher Dinara Boi 416

Konslemm Boi 1328
Dear fronds We have peturesque
Pieces 4 you see Mm you wrl be
Weti
t have heard a tot of
C about your country and people
romd be very gad il you come lo
ttw USSR and awe vMlne
Amenca Levon 41 yrs ok) modeler
m M men outer ctothes Boi 215

Heko Amereans' I am kj yrs ok)
studying at msMute ol ok luture
programmer I kke bodypuaang and
muse I Ike visaing drnerent towns
going on the wakmg lours, fishing
collecting photos and posters let's
tel'cacti other about.,..," e.<- Ml
our countries Dana Boi 411

My name is Vatery. I am 15 yean ok)
I *e interesting books and good
muse 1 am lond ol studying toreon
• sw to become en
interpreter in the future I dream of a
dog it you are my age and a you
want to correspond wah a Inend from
RUSSUJ sand me a Mar Boi 197

Heap transatlante fronds11 wanl to
knowaboutUS 1 think your otters
wit help me I am 14 yrs ok), studying
at the 9th class of the school 1 kke
terms classical muse but wrti
pleasure I ksten to pop or rock
mute interested m pokttct 1 have
sense ol humor inessa Boi 413

1 wouk) kke to make to
acquaintance wah a man or a woman
of m, age leonrd JSyrtold.m,
interests butnau. tounam Boi 201
1 am 14 ,-s old 1 want to fmd a frond
m Amenca who tak ma about las
country 1 am tond of sport taven
tarns and motor races I kke kstenmg
to M modem mute and making
tnenos wth dreerem people Boi 203
1 PUetov Ant**. Mule
mountamous part ol Tearluaan 1 am
23 ,rs ok] 1 work at a dnver I am
1

wouk) ake tc make M
- the Citizen or your

monthly salary to pay for the,
advertisement I d ver, much kke to
visa Amerea 1 eipecl and hope
kma Boi 35

Smgte woman .auge teacher of the
Russian language and aerature
wouk) not have anything against a
good Amencan tetter It w4l brmg new
fnands and she s sure her new
fronds wi not feet sorry tor her living
not m Moscow or Pans udia 4"
years ok) Boi 398

IM to meat young Amerean gel
who 1 wadom and modem ideas
mroht be connected wrth tenderness
and secrets 01 to pasi Moscow Slav
student 22 interested m Merature
and history attackve height 182 cm
If you feel I am addressing you
answer please Vaomn Boi 206

1 am a teacher ol Engksh tor to
chadren a an age ol 6 9 years m
Be*>rusM M, pupas we lond ol
drawing dancing sport cartoons
computer games Please le» your
children our address ■ maybe they
M ana toy •aaanM IM
ok) BOI 395

1 dream of discovering the Amerea
tor myte* My daughter got mwrod
and I kve atone Fan engrneer Ove
gardenmg play gutter smg Russan

1 wn 31 yrs ok) rurrst work as *ector
of cooperate I am fond of studying
Engksh My husband is 0*01 Our son
■s a pupa ot the second class m the
school specialized m Engksh We kve
m Seaana We bekeve m new fronds
Natasha Boi 366

Fea in love wah Amerea through
tarns and books Happy to get
acquainted with Amencan people
Apprecujle rekaOkly tartfrkjlness
Sense of humor and stubbornness in
achovmg my aim Maybe 11 lind rust
that kmd ol person m Amerea
Sergei age 32 Boi 2140

.'ii.
smcere frond That rs ,ust what i
bekeve Amencans to be kke
LudmOa 50 Bo. 2063

.'.:*.:■"■

acquaintance wrth a young tnendty
lamey our age 1 study philosophy
can correspond m Engksh and dream
ID speak m it perfectly kene Boi
419

1 dream to tmd rekable friends lond of
Russian kte I kke hunkng and
tounam interested m mute, radn
technes. poktes hralory econom,
woodcarvmg I am 23 ,ears old
single I have rundeal educaton
advocate I speak Engksh and
German Sergei Bo. 407

1
ok) single work at a
photographer 1 am tond ol ok) cars
fra.els 1 wouo kke to have a frond
mtoUSAVawBo>212

Mraateja Man aid Maa
owng 0 MM lo the m„v^ a -eaa
■1 »...•• Mi ataThai -<j tanaeol
humor Roman Uveartok) Boi 404

1 befceve m dotant and mystenout
Amenca I w* fmd new fronds Thee
se. age or SCOW posrton don t play
any rob 1 am 27 yrs ok), tingle I am
an advocate M, hobby photograph.
and rournakam I am cakn man and
dreamer Jandos409
For 25 yrs 1 am speoaktl m Ming
cranes Now I team a trade planning
latyattsMCMa'alMMI cak-ge
ol Busmess I kve <i Tbkai m
moumami ol Western Georgia new
theetackSaa iiovepeace
frondtikp and freedom I am had
fighter tor Gaorgos independence I
ware very much to have fronds m the
USA Vano 47 years ok) Boi 423
Wouk) Ike to oorreapond with guy at
an age ol 13 14 yrs knowing Russian
a Mas 1 wa be Kapp, to find fnend
it"c*1 • "cj M i" ' MUtl

We reach our hands of tnendsho
across the ocean wah hope for M
shake hands 1 and wife mvakds
1 we wnle more m otteri but we live
actively We are fond of dogs cars,
lounsm we travel a lot We kve m the
center ol Russia m Urals Wnte'
From RUSSUJ with ove Vetor (30 yrs
ok)) and Vera Boi 368

ROMANCE
I'flMMIIIIK V

II . Illll.lllll,

Hatory post graduate 25 loves
Italian opera hwd rock mvites young
Amencan man to visit her m the
Caucasus Height 170 cm weejht 62
kg. go m tor actrve sport speak little
I oj • MaoMyou MM »a.i
Bo. 2069
Nee om 23 looking lor konds and
male lor Me Heighi158cm weight
58 blue eyed long Deeuktul haa
cheerM. merry Keep house we* 4
,1 ok) daughter Love kavekng
philosophy dreaming, wnttng poems
keep to health, mode ol kte II sand
my photo Anna Boi 92
eke to get acquainted wah an
unmarrod woman below 50. average
weight without harmful habits I was
born m 1941 height 167 cm weight
73 kg eicekenl health neither dm*
nor smoke Work m the Kov
. underground Vun Boi 154
Russian gal 22 wants to make
fronds with an Amencan up to 32
Smart lean brown hair height 170
cm. pcJytechneal educaton Go m
for sports (tennis and swimming. I
eve to kna and cock Natalia Bo.
139
' am 22 hergh! 178 cm blue eyed
bond Many srded interests muse
cmema travekng Wish to get
acquainted w-ih gmf up to 25 II

/.. • Ml M i ••'•' -" proa

■

1 Ove everythmg that is beauiaui and
has harmony dignity faahtul words
kindness a man who laws sincere),
1 am 40 work as a typist want to find
good frond m ,our country who will
maybe in the 'ulute become even
more I have a son lookmg for your
otters Lydmaa Boi 2093
Winner ol MM Graceful Beauty
Ukraine contest right age tor
marriage Lrle credo is
ndustrousness sense ol humor
warmth ol soul and chanty Able lo
understand you welt the most
important lhmg in kte rs love and
mutual understanding isn t tfl
Tatyana Boi 109
Want to get acquamtod and get
married lo an wm'ui cheerful
Amerean living in the northern
stales I m 25 slender long lagged
height 175 cm .eight 65 kg
inquisitive sociable 1 ove children
tennis the cmema and reading
papers MaiaBo. 1567
Russian gel 2\ would kke to fmd
frond in Ameria Simple modern
person with m, own ments and
drawbacks 1 have man, scted
interests but 1 prefer muse |l love
-ock Jazz ciasse* musel go mica
sport and touram RrnimaBo. 67
Hey friends'1 m young and tut of
interesting plans photographer and
musician My gatfronds say I m
devilishly chwmmg Love to travel
and make lams Don t put off writing
to me Ml tomorrow but do a today m
English German or Russian 11
answer everybody Dmitry Bo. 2118
To establish a good lama, 1 d kke to
gel acquainted with gel who s heejht
is 165'72cm has negativeattaude
*

,

"

■

."■:.]

Geography teacher and English
we body bukdmg economes muse
Jugeen 22 6012094
Sociable good kjokmg Ukraraan gal

.1 heoMli "<!■•-* tana • M

USA and a husband m the future I
fate dullness and mertness want to
tevel and have new fronds IM
kterature. psychology Hope to get
acquamtod wrth smart energete
people Jugeen Boi 108
Slender good looking brown hared
Seen eyed gel lives on to Black
a coast m a peturesque resort city
suirounded by mountains My friends
say that 1 m sincere and a ktto nwve
but I am not oevord ol humor
Eipeckng your letter Klavda age 34
Boi2120
Beautrhji slender gel ol 23 height
174 cm wishes 10 get acquainted
with fnend from USA. not older than
28 I can correspond in English and
m Spanish Boi 160
Slender la>|170cm) chwmmg
brown curly hair, hazel eyed good
mannered gel 24 sense ol humor
dreams ol meeting mtekoent tall
man 25 40 tor luture M Good
housekeeper love cozmess cooking
tawing and knitting Be sensitive
wtnd * Ig .,-,([,.o'fr..i "I'IIJ-I Bo.
43
m spaa ol the distance id kke to gel
acquainted with an Amencan man
Blue eyed blond 24 good ligure
mild morale Read Engksh Merature
leve nature Ike to cook with
pleasure Tatyana Boi 48
Russian caressing woman 41
1 grown up daughter) wouk) kke
soong wilted man to respond able to
take place of person who is no more
Ihusbwel pwentsi institute
educaton open hearted character.
sense ol humor, nee face II make
good wife Ludmrfa Boi 50

Ma. Peaa nMaa a I nun Ml
42 IM dan handsome Wah to
meel woman not older than 40 sett
controlled kind womanly interested
m a person kom compkeated
mysterious Russia m love wth art
tourism and sport Vtadrma Boi 51
Kind cakn mrjuslnous drvorcod
Russian 40 Height 178cm.
photographer fond ol lama.
utmyom ■■ m tmUm Mi in
Wouk) be glad to get acquainted with
an American woman up to 45 with
rMm ' taan ng ' ■ i :>"'iad,
Boi2097

Amenca s a puzzle tor me II be
very glad to Imd friend m that great
land Smgte 34 senseolhumor
wUhom preiudees vaoty of
mteiests Vou representatves ol the
tarn sei may tmd m me devoted
Inend. Over Awaiting our future
moating Adrmral Boi 2124
I am 52 yrs ok) My fronds conseter
ma kmd sociable and very musical I
have a son ot 11 yews I want to
meet a man ol 55 65 yrs loving
children and not havmg bad habits I
hope he wai be my guesl And I may
become ins attentive faahtul loving
witeandtrond Neta Boi2l83
Handsome leeow from the USSR
wants to make the acquaintance with
an Amenca get ol 16 I7yews who
desires to get to know Russian boys
Those rntngusd I ask to wro> a tetter
Vladislav Boi 2186
Young kkeabte man (height 182 cm.
weejhl 80 kgi 23 yrs kind and
fwthlul would kke to meet a fnend m
A-.'IK.I
»„,.,n:«. ran nuohio
correspond wah a gel ol 17 30 years
feminine and capable of the real
tnendsho I hope 10 get to know your
country and Me Rustem Boi 2182
Young cheerful and very beautiful I
wnuptodale practeal Slender
Injure long legs and taU and blonde
And I am mother my chwmmg autka
is 5 yrs ok) I won as a modeler ol
women clothes I would kke to burk]
lamily wah a good man not younger
than 35 years I bekeve there is such
a man MarganHh Boi 2176
I wn 20 yrs ok) and my name is
Natasha I am studeni and my luture
spaciakty Russian ptMoiog, 1 would
•ke lo make the acquwnlance wth
young smgte Amencan who loves
health, way of life and has a serous
vow on Me I am madkim height
dark haa and green eyes Boi 2178
1 wouk) kke to correspond with a
smgte woman at an age ol 28 35
yews 1 hope we wet meet some day
and understand each other m spite of
!•»■ g'ea' MMM MMM ■ . roa
Nkolai Bo. 2173
Up to dale slender blonde w kmd
character would Ike to have fronds
•n unknown America Perhaps I writ
find my tong eipected kind and
rekable helpmate I imagine him to be
strong sportive maybe 30 45 yrs ok)
and maybe he has chadren I'm
Ukranian 30 yrs ok) height 155 cm.
divorced daughter 017 ,rS Taiva
Bo> 2181
Ikeabte Russan eicaable man ol 28
years athlete looking ,heignt 180
cm weight 74 kg) wants to make
acquaintance tor Tamey burkjng wth
inteeectuel eicrtabte and pretty
woman (height 165 172 cm weight 61
70 kg) Age does not play role
Please send photo Serge
poMologey historian Boi 420
Nee women of America' Without
commun-si opinions and convetons
Not younger then 19 yrs and not older
than 30 yrs It you want to acquire
larthtui dkgent cheertui not Adoras
butfrkeabw uraque frond tor the
whole Me from Russia send tetters
and photos Andrei 24 ,rs Boi 380
A soentile ispeoakty agreuajra) ol
30 yri height «2 cm slender smart
wants to make la acquaintance with
a slender attractive Amerean
woman of 23 2" ,rs for the tamey
butdmg 1 have no bad nabrts
Aleiander Boi 2153
1 am 33 yrs ok) weutodo
enterprising tormnme attractive
smgle I kke cozmess flowers
animals travels 1 wanl to make the
acquaintance wrth cutured frond
without bad habrts Boi 247
A young woman ol 33 yrs pretty and
9 yr ok) daughter juta wouk] kka to
make the acquamtance with a kmd
smcere Amencan knowing Russian
language age ot 30 50 yrs and
wahwig to create larnay Mi hobby
house keeping Russian tot. songs
and distant travels 1 hope tor the
meeting with Amerea Olga Bo. 296
Perhaps we we the part ol to whole
and have not met yet I am slender
Russian woman height 160 cm
pretty 48,rs ok) I kke life and wait
lo- meetmg wah congenial man 1
have a beauMul 22 yr ok] daughter
and 16 yr ok) ton I am an engineer
programmer Ludmiia Boi 226
lam 25 yrs ok) height 160 cm
tramer ol the eerobes I kke muse
dances travels 1 hope that a young
man ol 22 30 yrs height 178 185
cm with cheertui. romante character
gang in tor sports wi respond
Rosaka Boi 230
To man ot 30 40 yrs waning to meat
pretty Russan woman II you want a
parson who wi understand you a
you want to veal mysterious Russia
send me a letter I am 30 yrs ok)
heejht 168 cm br haired I and my 6
Cl charming daughter eaa for the
w Amencan stamps Maryanna
Boi 305
My name is Lansa I am X yrs old
fond of astrology 1 would Ike to
make the acquamtance wal an
American my aga I wa receive
Sly I or 2 persons m Odessa I will
iMSpaable and cordial hostess
Boi 310
0 dear frond speak 10 no Save me
whea there is hope LOerate me from
M delusion Touch my soul from
atwemYi your Ove Okja .27 yrs ok)
operator ol computers My pasterns
sport, muse art poetry Boi 185
Nee tar hared slender Natejya
invites IM athtekc dak hared
Amerean with higher educaton to
make the acquamtance I look tor
energy love ol chadren benevolence
Bom under the Archer I hope to
meet a man born under Leo the
Ram Lrtjra Keen on Merature.
theater aslroogy I adore my 5 yr
oU daughter Boi 2199
It you we Ookmg lor faithful friends
wnte me a letter and your kte wi
change My roy will be more il there
we totters from gats because I am

I d kke to make fronds wrth lamey
with grown up son or daughter Also
■ IM. ji-t,. tttaMad wm smg*
man im 38 have daughter. 16
believe that person should be free ol
preiuoees desire to gat to know the
world Spiritual lite « undoubtedly
supenor to material Lansa Boi 116

young and m my heart tare a
always pace tor a eay clever
nerpnujte Oteg 24irtok) Boi 429
Do you dream to create a tamey
based on Ch-stan morakty and
heathy way ol Me' 1 aarl for detailed
letter wphoto I am Igor 28 yrs ok).
Ukranum My height 170 cm wee/a
68 kg br har grey eyes athtekc
Oaaiguaning feature iespons4kkty
Speoatty surgeon Hobtaes books
travels sport Boi 2201
I want to change my way of
unmwnedliteandwabelhariktuiil
Amerean woman of 20 35 yrs
answers me I am 33 yrs old dan
haaed height 172cm slender
athlete heakYiy My fronds conseter
me kind honest cakn and easy
tempered Detaas and photo in m,
tetter Vatery Boi 2206
I am 33 yrs ok) divorced I brmg up
my son ot 14 yrs I am bom ureter the
son ol Bull and my character
corresponds to the horoscope lam
sociable woman but 1 kve m a smal
settlement and often feel lonely and
bored I would Ike to tmd a frond rot
over 45 years Boi 2113

VACATION

Family from Pyatoorgk wi be glad lo
a recerve Amencan konds m the
ancwni and moat beautiful heath
resort nch m mineral resources and
mud We we doctors Daughter
MM UUM I ng ft Mctai
Bylanovs Boi 229
Family mvtles you to visa Southern
town of laughter - Odessa Father
lond ol business commerce and
advertismg motor maker up on M
lam sludo son a school leaver He
speaks Engksh See you m CXMgsa'
Krasnyaks Boi 216
II never been m SOena you have
great opportunity to get to know this
regon and its people Imagine our
beauty spreadmg thousands
kaometers necessary 10 see
Beside 1 want very much to team
much about you Aleiei Boi 299
Advocate 35 yrs ok) kom Lenrwigrad
wouk] kke to make fronds eichange
visas wah Amencan of the some age
or an American tamey I guwantee
the apartment nounshment.
transport and cuftur* program
Nekoi* Boi 2000
Kutuzovs tamay from Lennmgrad
mvtas Amencans waning to tmd kind
hospaabk. fronds m the USSR and m
the tutor-, to recerve Russians in lo
USA We guarantee cental welcome
Boi 2004
Woman ol 53 yrs ok) from Leningrad
kke to meet Amerean tor mutual
eichange of visa Have chwmmg
daughter ol23 yrs ok) she speaks
Engksh very wen Olga Boi 1992
Wanl to tmd frond and kke maided
person to invite 10 be my guest and
to visit also 26 yrs ok) five yew
student runst 1 can offer you a march
to Srbenen taga to gather bemes
and adore nuts listing Near my
house is Lake Bakai My favorite
pursuit beekeeping and hunting
Serge. Boi t42
Russian physician ha wrle and thee
latte son glad 10 make fronds wth
Ameiean lamey to mete 10 the
USSR and to be them guests II you
come to our peturesque place
srtuater. new Moscow you wai be
able '0 gel 10 know the Ike of
Russian peopo from withm thee
tradaons and character leoedevs

■MillS

Maybe you want 10 vita our country
and not only 10 hew about Russa I
hope you want to make fnands wth ■
Sovot get on the beta ol common
interests 25 yrs ok) tond ol aerobics
bodybuadkng batet tok dances
and interested m mysterious events
of nature Tatyana Boi 36
Famey from Ukraine wouk) kke to
visa your country and own more
about Amerea and as people In our
turn we can oner you tourney on
outwent towns of the USSR rest m
country fishing m the peturesque
place Age dots not pay any role we
wad everybody Derasovs Boi 2035
Ukranum tamay watt guests from
Amenca' in our turn we wouk) tea to
vat drstant and myttenoue Amenca
We kve m the peturesque settlement
and our mam pnde our two chadren
We love lam Memyha Boi 2121
Stepanova lamey from lamngrad
ready to receive a young Amerean
tamay m the USSR ouwameed
eichange of vats Russa hospitable
welcome wa be wafcng tor you
Possrbte to vat another towns 01 the
Soviet Unron Boi 1991
Wonmg tor many years as la
doctors m France Yugoslavia.
Switzerland we have got many
fronds m these counties We we
sure that m the USA we wi knd
irtereskng people atso We wi be
happy to recerve you m M USSR
and to show our ancont town
Vwoslavt the peart ol the Golden
Rmg Trotatoes Bo. 2054
Mother 1 mountain ctenbmg and slung
instructor 1 and son 13. wouk) kke to
meet famey who loves nature and
tourism invite you to Tashkent Tour
m western Panw ot test category
difteulty sightseemg in the city If a is
waiter kma wal go tJaWmmg. natural
kma Gakna Boi 60
1 dream ol mvnng Americans lo
Dutmbyt wOvatandbeolusetomy
new Amencan friends 1 adore
travekng I am 25 1 am the chat ol
ova defense society ■ large
chemical enterpnse Aleiander Bo.
2132
Sergey from Leningrad and fas eats.
an wl worker offer non hard
currency eichange ol visas with an
Amencan lamey Wouk) tea
temporary rob m USA. rrjlatve to my
protesson I am enrjmew gaotogat
Mi ajMaMH MCMMaMOt
Lerangiad Boi 1994
If you wah 10 spend two months
saote hunting * your hand doesn t
shake and your eye « steady, you II
have supper I mvrte you at a parkier
during the hunkng season on one
condition that m al cmcumstances
you wi be a man f you agree 11
answer your tetter Bora Boi 1037
The Guyryevs from Leningrad
(hura^arkSoornmercal ovector ol the
lam wile medeal worker 16 yr ok)
daughter would be glad to eichange
vats wth an Amerean lamey We
guwantee accomodakon meets
recreaton m the suburbs ol
Lerangiad Boi 1990
Family ol tour persons wouk) kka to
correspond wth Amereans tor future
eichange vats Mechane engrneer.
50 yrs old wee 45 yrs. two
daughters Our interests are various
from industry to culture Stephanovs
Boi 2191

How To Respond To An Ad
Classified ads featured in "Personally Yours,
From the USSR" come from citizens across the
Soviet Union

Slender business kke. cheerful
woman 23 from Leningrad loving
Cnng. speedy auto sport tme
now m sewing knatmg
cooking dreams about worth,
mtelkgenl partner sprrituaey young.
without hwmlui hafts Engaged m
Kansse research ludnvla
Boi1996

To respond to an ad, you must fill out and send
the coupon below along with $7.50 for each ad
We will mail to you a "Pen Pal" kit with the
advertiser's name and address, information on
how to write to the Soviet Union, an authentic
Russian envelope for mailing, information on
travel and visas (if you should decide to travel or
sponsor a trip here), and translation services, if
you should need them. You won't need to send
your correspondence in Russian - many Soviets
speak English, and if they don't, they know
somebody who does

Single divorced lawyer 37 would Ike
to get acquamled wrth woman 25 40
wan the mtenkon ol creating a lamey
In your return letter I d Ike to tmd the
photo ol my future mate II tend you
>t,l : 'IOC- MBfl lOOUt '• .'I-' ' tliotlws to come Vetor Boi 2018
Wouk) Mia to meet Amencan gat up
to the age ot 30 Looking forward to
getting tetters from everybody
mteietted m spon Aleiander
Boi 484

SEND:

Wel built blond gat 30 from
Leningrad mad but energete
chwecter opkmrtt who s range ol
meieets a many seted hopes to
mm rekable kmd gene-out fnend
mUS Maybe with the mtention ol
creetng a lam*, Swmrnmg coach
and masseur and cosmetotor/st Inna
Boi 2003

MAIL TO:

Slender Dfue eyed blonde girl born
to lamey ot Russian mtekgence
freedom loving outook ot tie work)
independent character ready to meet
many enargete modem cowboy to
overcome kte s 'gut stream"
atteutkes Surgeon t assistant know
Engksh Evgerna 80. 2025
Dear Amencanf Maybe someone be
Ml '-.1 I BJBn| *i|..i'l-' Ml
senple peasant woman 33 from the
Ukraine who spent her whole

L

Ad Box »
Your Name
Address
City
Zip

Completed coupon (for each ad)
$7 50 check, cash or money order
(for each ad)
Checks made payable to
"Personally Yours"
Ad Box Number ('attoexidottoad)
c/o Personally Yours. From The USSR
PO Box 477
Oenver, CO 80201
v \ I

State
Phone*

J

The Rotunda

April 29. 1991

CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS
ATTN: STUDENTS
Need • Job In the Pall?
Apply In Her to work for the
Faxing service will be
Division of Intramurals and available to students effective
Campus Recreation. Jobs In- the first day of the fall semester.
clude: Supervisor and equip- The fax machine will be
ment checkout for welghtroom. authorization code driven and
racquetball courts, gyms/fields,
aerobic fitness Instructor, pub- will be located In the Coyner
Building. Computing Services
licity, photographer.
Dept.. Room 110. (Hours to be
posted.) The fee for this service
SUMMER CAMP JOBS are is $2.00 per fax plus the cost of
available at resident Girl Seoul the call. If you have any
camp. If you enjoy children this question, please call Rose
is the Job for you I We are looking Hurley at 2606.
for unit leaders, unit counselors,
pool staff, nature and crafts di- LisaWhat can 1 say? We've been
rectors, cooks and kitchen friends for three years and you
workers, and nurse. Camps are are my BEST friend. I promise
located In Brldgewater and
Leesburg. Pre-camp begins June 111 try and come down this
summer. Remember, your the
15: camp ends August 12. For CUTEST and your beautiful and
an application visit your Career any man that doesn't know It is
Placement office or call the Girl
Scout Council of the Nation's a damn fool. -Love, the COOLEST
Capital. 1-202-337-4300 or In
Chris MD and VA 1-800 523-7898.
Had a good time the other
night. Are you still Interested??
Do U Like to Swim? Good!
Maybe I'll see you back here In
Swim Team Interest
June!
Meeting April 29
Bill''
at 9 p.m. In Lancer Hall
I want you to know that I still
Room 203.
care for you and miss you very
See you there!
much. You've been a big part of
Small dorm size refrigerator my life for the past six months
and I don't want to lose that, or
for sale — 30.00/price nego
tlable. Good condition. Call you. Can we give it one more
try?? I'll miss you this summer
Angle x3157
but N.Y. Isn't that far away!!!
To the Sisters of Alpha Sigma
Tau. We did It! Let's keep up the KerryNext year is going to be aweenergy for next year! Two weeks
some!
1 wish you could've spent
until Nags Head! Have a great
summer. I'll miss you all. — Tau more (any) time with us this
semester. Remember: Boyfriends
love. Karen
come and GO but friends are for
To the New Sisters of Alpha LIFE — don't neglect them.
- Love. Stacy.
Sigma Tau — Congratulations to
Stacy
W.
Carolyn. Jenny. Janice. Heather
I'm so glad you had a BIAST
and Susan. Welcome Into the
at
DELTA BALL the other weekbest sisterhood ever! — Tau love.
end! It's about time you went
Karen
out with someone who knows
Stacy W. how to treat you right. You
I can't believe three years deserve the best — don't settle
have gone by already! It seems for less.
-Lisa
like Just yesterday we were
freshmen moving in for the first Claudia time. We have been through so
This weekend was too great!
much since then! You have been Where are we going? New Orthe BEST friend - I couldn't ask leans? Where is Vince's spork?
for anyone better! Please re- Do you have the keys? Pile em
member that I am always behind high! "You guys better get out of
you 100% in whatever you do. the sun." Do you hear someKeep a smile on your face and thing? "Beer Is Beer and Beer is
remember that you are THE food..." Hi Pamela. There's a
COOLEST!
good place for the trailer. Look
Love & Friendship Always! dogs! Blah Blah Blah
Lisa
I love you.
Mlchele

Congratulations to the
1991-92
PEER ADVISOR TEAM
Susan Atkinson
Melissa Barney
John Borowiec
Sharon Butler
Billy Cifers
Sherry Gatewood
Tina Gewerth

Amy Hart
Eric Haupt
Steve Mobley
Scott Strader
Mark Tuetlng
Bill Wilson

ATTENTION SENIORS:
ANTICIPATED COUNSELOR POSITION
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Longwood's Admissions Office anticipates employing
an admissions counselor beginning on or about midJuly and ending in May 1992. High energy, good
communications skills and active involvement while at
Longwood Prerequisites for successful candidates.
Salary $1606.00 per month, no benefits, all travel
expenses paid. Must be willing to work at Admissions
programs on weekends and evenings.
Interested candidates should contact Bob Chonko,
Director of Admissions at X2060.

Jo "I love myself Lefty. So I
get 50 points for this one? By
the way, I think he likes you!
Walk like a champ in Texas.
We'll miss you. Love from
Smooth and Rough, the Happy
Campings and Teddy (because
Teddy knows - You are a win
ner!) Pnnng!! P.S. Don't always
go for the stick!
Anna baby, baby
your worms?...

To the Nags Head "WHARF'
crew - Party for two. Bueller.
Bueller. anyone?
Chrissy S: "Get the
— out
of my room! But I love you guys"
Love Claudia and Michele
Danny. Jodl. Susan. Wendy
and Mike - Ball was the best.
You all are the greatest. Love.
Mlchele

How are

Megan "I never have any"
cash. I'm gonna miss you - (I
ont ink o) Give em hell In Salisbury! Love from your
"disgustingly'' messy roommate.
P.S. Do you think Tina has any
0 tips?

To all ZETAS _ Nags Head
will never be the same. Here's to
another awesome ball! I love you
guys! ZTA love. Chaudia V.

Joanne Lefson - Please remember your ID next time. I ove
from Tina AK.A. Smiley!

Bash'm - "Did you hear
something?" The beach was
great, but Is someone talking?
ZTA Love. Claudia

Dennis - Congratulations! I'm
proud of you sweetheart. Love
always Jan-Marie
Ann Walte - Congrats.
Thanks for everything! You're a
special lady! Love Jan-Marie.
To: Kacey. Nlchole. Erin.
Robin. Jennifer. Charlotte.
Phllwell, what can 1 say - All of
you are rare and wonderful individuals - I treasure my friendships with each of you. I hope
our friendships - both old and
new will continue to flourish in
the coming years. For those of
us leaving Longwood - may we
find our "bliss" and for the rest
of the crew remaining at Longwood - Good luck! Looking forward to the visits next year to
my "old room" - will it remain
haunted? I will deeply miss the
"DMV". the walks, the "fruit
bunch", the laughter, and all of
you! I-ove & Peace — Cindl.
Krlstina & Eslelle - You two
are great! I have enjoyed the
board games and the "banana"
discussions! Who knows dreams
may really come true! Good luck
and best wishes - Cindy K.
Hey Pat! — You have a knack
for coming in when we're in bed.
Have you eaten only jelly beans
lately ... See no evil; Hear no
evil; Speak no evil. Elmo is
watching you. Next year, you
will have to get your own animal.
It's been fun and we will miss
you terribly. - The Girls of 212
To the Seniors of Zeta Tau Al
pha — We want to wish you all
the best. You're finally out of
here so go crazy! We'll miss you
all! — Zeta Tau Alpha
Shaggy — If I could save
"Time In a Bottle" I would save
the last 19 months I've known
you. — Ann
Congratulations — To our
eleven newest sisters! We are so
proud of all of you! We love you!
— Your New Zeta Tau Alpha
Sisters
To my Hubby Vic — How
about supper sometime?? Maybe
well hit It in by 1993!! Gonna
miss you. — Luv Jo
Dear Paulls — Just you wait
till June. You better start filling
up ... Lots and lots of love — JY
weet wle!
Dear Princess and Donna
Duff D'not — Gonna miss you
guys (But not as much as you're
gonna miss me!!) — Love Jo
Birdie — Thanks for your
"service" at the banquet. Don't
forget lhat we are here for you
next semester. We like keeping
you around. — Tau Love.
Chuckles
To the brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsllon. Congratulations on be
lng the brotherhood of the year!
The sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau.

ijarateJBjajaMai3Majaj3jaMBJBM^

Laura Wlnslow - Come live in
our trailer, with our herd of
dogs! ZTA love. Claudia and
Michele
Heather - "It's going to be a
few minutes on your fries."
Pamela
To whom It may concern Let's hang out at HARDEEs for a
couple of hours, only to lock the
keys In the car In another state.
Mlchele - Let me tell you a
story ... Blah. Blah. Blah - You
know the rest! I had a blast with
you. roomie! Here's to next year.
Love. Claudia
Third Floor Curry (F.RE.S.H.)
- Thanx to everyone who participated In the Jail and car wash!
Jan-Marie and Dennis
Pat Carr - Thanx for everything! Jan-Marie and Dennis
Congratulations to all graduating seniors and thanks to all
the students I have worked with
this past year for making my
first year at Longwood such an
enjoyable one. Steve Dealph
Niki. Kim. Karen, and FRITA!
— "I only have one more dollar!"
Make sure you get this month's
PIAYGIRL. Club LeVela awaits
... those tacos were great, but
the sunburn killed. SPRING
BREAK was the best. I'll never
forgel it. — Thankx "Fronle"
Niki. Mitch. Monica. Brian.
Leslie, and Sharon — "I'm
thinking of a place In Panama
City Beach far away from
Brockport!" — that was the bus
ride from HELL! But our break
was great! — Fran
Ernie — Only one more sum
nicr of "Greekville. U.S.A." and
you're out of here. College sure
won't be the same without you.
Mayberry Is far better than
Farmvllle. but before you know
it well be true southern bells together forever. Thanks for all the
memories. I love you. — Bert
"Leroy — You big stud! Oh. 1
mean wimp". Sure thought life
would be a lot different here. No
more Chowan days, but we'll al
ways have our precious memo
rles. The trio is fading, but our
fri'iidship never will. We love
you. — Your Chowan Buddies

ANALISA — I am glad to see
you are graduating on time. For
a minute there I had my doubts.
I am proud of you. Don't forget
you owe me dinner! — Ginger
Joe Nagy — I,ove In an Eleva
lortl What a ride! Lets do II
again soon! Ix>ve — You know
Will)

Mark Kolesha — You can be
my BMOC anytime! As fol
wearing Bugle Boys. I'd rather
know what you're wearing un
denieath! — A fan

To the guy who ran for Judl
clal Board on the ticket w/
Johnaid Arrlngton. now that I
can associate your face w/ the
name. Expect to hear more from
me this fall. — Cox Dorm
Yogi — Have a great summer
and don't get In trouble with any
Park Rangers! I'm sure you'll be
getting lots of mail — Just return
the favor every once in a while.
I'll miss you and I look forward
to seeing your face next year. —
Boo IJOO
Ken DeWitt — I've been
watching you. You've got the
Cutest smile. Hope you had a
great weekend. Keep smiling! I'm
still watching you!! — An Ad
mtrer
DJW — These have been the
happiest 2-1/2 months of my
life. As far as I am concerned,
you are the best! 'Ek wll weet
wat llefdc is, en ek wll he dat Jy
vtr my wys!" — AH-T.
NK — "Dela" will never be the
same again! Thank you for being
such a special person. I'm going
to miss you! — AH-T
Cuddley Bunny - Just had
to get you one last time! I'm
going to miss you Stax. but you
know you're always welcome In

N. Cunn. — liive, AH-T.
Monica - i.ove thai new Ro

lundal i IK- papei looka ORBAT1
You have done an aweSOfM |ob
llils past v'-.u'

Jen Drip — What happened
to him? He ran out of gas. I'm
looking forward In I weeks <>l
non-stop laughing. Maybe John
will come and we can be a big
happy family. -Tan Love, D.K.

Phllpple Heaven help us next
semester! Are we gonna make It?
Yeah. Macados for ONE pitcher?
Yeah, sure! We had a bad day!
I lave a good summer! Take rare
of Ferlow!!
Love - Kaarin
To all you seniors on second
floor annex —
Kathy, Lorie. Stephanie.
Joann. Peg. Carolyn and Amy.
Best of luck out in the real
world. I know you'll all be
successful at whatever you do!!
Let's plan for one more final
shin dig before graduation.
Come back and visit anytime! Ill
miss ya!
Love— Kaarin
To the Ultimate Party Suite —
254-255 M. Cunn. The Four Muskaleers. Do we
ever do or go anywhere alone?
Naaah - can't see It! We made It
through another year — that
makes 3 YEARS!! Were Just too
cool. You guys are the greatest.
When we reunite - - the world
better watch out! July 4th?
Jimmy Buffet? Ahhh the
memories! Love you guys!!!
I^ve KMS
Pat Hall You're our hero!
Have a great summer!
To Hoper. Jamer and Sandra
- I'll miss ya this summer. The
beach will be waiting for you.
Come see me! Love Claud
To all the girls In South
Ruffner. Thanks for an awesome
year. Cool Kel and Nancy
Margaret. Laura, and Bennle
_ Thanks for an excellent weekend full of junk yards, antique
shops, boats, Junk food, people's
front yards and brats like Klmberly and Marlln. Can we do It
again. Please? Have a wonderful
summer and if that is not possible, at least survive It because I
need good friends like you to
make it through next year. Elfkln
Sharon - You're the best
roomie! Thanks for putting up
with me for 3 years and good
luck after graduation! -Wendl
Ernie - I'm so happy we're together! Let's last the test of time.
Love Wendl
Katie _ All right babel Next
year room 316. Can you stand
it? Wendl
Huck Finn - I'm so glad
we're friends again! Don't ever
lose touch and thanks for the
panda bears. Wendl
Lorl - You're the best little bro
and orientation roomie! - Wendl
Grandma - Anne B. Walte you're awesome and I'm going to
miss you bunches. Congrats on
grad. EK love Kimmle Sunshine.
£K Seniors! Graduation Is
almost here. Love Sunshine
Tlilp & Anita looking forward
to next year w/you. Summer
here we come. Sunshine and
Starlight.

Mendy you're an awesome III
sis and III always love ya! Sunshine
My Partners In Crime. C. K.
J. and E. Its been quite a
semester. We have had a blast,
and a few not so fun times. But I
will have to say that I have never
called some people so many
,li,, u .sling name* as I did you
guys What fun! 1 look forward to
another semester of It!
Tau
Love. D.K.

SUMMERTIME AT LONGWOOD
Summer Activities

Is There A Journalist
/ Lurking Inside You? /
The Rotunda Needs You!

1

To all ZTA Seniors - You will
be greatly missed. ZTA love.
Claudia and Mlchele

Yo Trlsh Sheldon!
I can't believe we made It thru
another year. Well, yeah I can.
Just one more semester to go!
P.P.C. - Are you a friend of
Bill's? Ummm-every once In-awhlle! You're the best friend and
roomie anyone could ask for! Be
sure to come to VA Beach this
summer. If not — I'll still see ya!
Look out Gravelly Pt. — here we
come!! Mocka Locka Pissale!
Love — your roomie
Kathy-Jean!!
Don't leave me! I'm truly
gonna miss you! You're awesome, a wonderful sultie and
even better friend. July 4th? You
know it! Daiquiri's anyone? But
we don't drink! Bye. bye American Pie! But these friends are
friends forever and this farewell
ain't fer good! Best-o-Luck!!
Don't forget about us who are
still here! Try for VA Beach too!!
Mocka Locka Plssaie!
Love - your sultleKaartn
Tract Trimface Another semester? Cool deal,
dude! Watch out for those TV
dinners! Be sure to road trip It
to Va Beach this summer. Watch
out for those Maryland cops, too!
Mocka Locka Pissale! Have a
good summer — see you next
Tuesday!
Love Kaarin Sitterdlngbutt
C.J.Shall we do lhat Little Caesar's thing? Watch out for. Rainbow crack fish, plants with holes
In them and. oh-yeah —
Bronco's too! Hows that asphalt
treatln' ya? Have a great summer and be sure to visit VA
Beach too! We curfew you!!!
Eagle! NOT. NOT!!
Love Kaarin
Corey E. — You make a good
"group leader" in Marketing
Management. Let's stick together. — 'You know who"

During the summer sessions the racquetball courts, tennis
courts, volleyball courts, swimming pool, and weight room will
be open on a regular basis.

The Rotunda, published since 1920 by the students of
Longwood College, is currently accepting applications for
the 1991-92 staff. Anyone interested is encouraged to
apply — experience not required!

Coed softball games will be held on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings. Two-on-two volleyball tournaments will be held on
the sand courts in the evenings.

Applications available at the Lankford Information
Office!

The arcade, pool hall, and bowling alley will also be open on a
regular basis. The Second Annual Summerfest will be held on
July 31, with Fat Ammons Band.

m
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CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS

i\arenlna — One hundred
dollars?! I'm really going to miss
you this summer. Thanks for a
semester of always standing by
my side, catching me when I al
most tripped, and lifting me
when I needed a boost. I couldn't
have asked for a belter Vice.
O.K. One hundred dollars.
Thank Cod for Nags Head. —
Tau Love. Kathy
All Alpha Taus — 1 am so
proud of you ladles. All of our
work, dedication, and love for
our sisterhood did not go unnoticed. Let's keep our spirits high
and carry it over through next
year. too. What a group you are!
- Love In AST. Kathy
Congratulations new initiates
of Alpha Delta Pi. I am very
proud of you. - n love and mine
Trisha
Jennifer. Heather. Krlstl. Erin
and Amy — Thanks for being the
best roommates ever! It hasn't
always been easy, but It
certainly has been fun! I'm going
to miss ya'll this summer. Be
ready for "I never" when we get
bark. Love — Beth
Hey Trlcla - Haircut!! —
[.ove. Your Lambda Delta Sisters
To my good luck charm...
Thanks for your support... #5
Nora ... What a season. I can't
wait until hockey next year.
Have a safe summer. — Your
chugging buddy
To the R.A. on 1st Floor Tabb
— I love you!! — an admirer
Pete the Pi Kap — I've had my
eyes on you all year. Looking
good — better pay those fines or
I'll see you again next yearl —
l/)ve. I'm Just i.ooklng
Dana Carol — You are an
awesome roommate. Next year...
STUBBS!
Kim Bryant and Amy Cash —
i (morals Teach". Kindergarten
beware! — Love Fran and
Theresa
Tom, John, and Chuck —
Your full moons were the best
ever on Spring Break! — Rm
#429

Kay & Deb. Deb & Kay — You
guys are awesome! I will really
miss you over the summer you
better come visit! — Love ya. Jen
PS. "Quirk, there's a spot! Let's
get it!"
Social Butterfly — Does you
finger still hurt? I know who will
kiss it and make It feel better!!!!!
Only a week more and
SUMMERFEST begins! It's been
fun being your roommate this
year. Remember those 291
minute phone calls, the "hall
project" and "the fashion no-no",
and "lizard skin"? Don't forget.
"If I can't check this book out
will It still be there?" Have a
great summer! My bologna has a
first name... — Your roommate.
"Sony, the Innocent one"
lesha. Cantrlce. Tlmperla &
Quantina — You guys are the
best! Thanks for being so much
fun. Next year will be even
better! Iesha and Cantrlce Harry lives. Tlmperla - do the
weasle. Quantina - thanks for
the added culture In our lives
and we will miss you. Have a
great summer and keep In
touch. Iesha - happy early
birthday.
O.B.K.B..
Qonaqulcha & Tashonday
So long. So Ruff.
-#334

Smegma and Mr. Clean,
Your butt smells like applesauce.
K. and K.
Kernel:
You finally got a personal.
Love.
K. and K. and J.
To the ladies of Iota Phi
Lambda Sorority. Inc. — It has
been great being part of such a
wonderful sisterhood. I have
enjoyed every minute of It. I will
miss all of you when I leave. I
will also miss all of the good
times (VA State, pillowflghts.
KTM. etc.). I love you all as my
sisters. I wish the sorority continued growth In the future. —
Candace

KTC — You are. by far. the
most wonderful guy I've ever
met. Your friendship has meant
a lot to me and I'm really going
to miss you this summer. South
Cunn. isn't that far from
North...here's hoping she goes to
Tech. — The coolest girl you
know.
7th Floor Frazer — Who said
freshmen don't know how to
have fun? It's been fun. crazy,
loud, and dirty; sorta like one
big "FEST-tlval. Have a great
summer! — Love. Sony
Ronnie — Way to lay down
those moves! We knew you had
It in you. By the way about that
shaving cream/whip cream In
cldent
PSYCHE!!!!! See ya
next year! — Love. S&N
Longwood Lacrosse Team —
Its been a LOT of fun chlllin
with you guys. (I mean that literally!) You guy have worked so
hard! By the way. "Could someone pass the barf-bag. I'm a little van-sick." — Sonja
Doug R. — Just wanted to
say thank you for all the times
you kept me company. Whatta
friend! Good luck on your exams! P.S. Nora Is still gonna get
you for short-sheeting her. —
Love. Sony
Kit Kat — I know we didn't
get to see much of each other.
but the few times we talked
meant a lot to me. Thank you
sooo much for being there when
I needed someone, and a hug.
I'll miss you soo much. Good
Luck with your plans! — Love
always. Sonja
Todd and Tommy.
STOP FARTING!
G. 1. Jen:
Good Job on passing your P.T.
Test!
Love. Kim and Kristin
Smegma and Mr. Clean.
1 have a ball!
K.

g/

Kelll: Congratulations on receiving the Gelst scholarship! I
know you deserve it. Just
wanted to let you know I'm
thinking about you. Thanks for
all you've done... You're an
awesome big sis. Good luck
during exam week! DZ Love
Your 111' sis
Ann: Here's to our awesome
Delta Zeta pledge ma! We're
thinking about you and we want
to wish you luck on your final
exams. Study hard?
We love you - Laura, Becky,
Amy. Amle. Michelle. Michelle.
Amy. Mary. Mary, Catherine.
Emily. Tracy. Meredith
To the Sister of Delta Zeta:
We love you and want to wish
each and every one of you "good
luck" during your final exams?
AZ - love - Becky. Tracy.
Laura, Amy, Amy. Amle.
Michelle. Michelle. Mary. Emily.
Meredith. Mary Catherine.
Robin - You've been an awesome roomie! I'll miss you. Good
luck on exams and study hard.
Love Ranch Dressing
To my Delta Zeta Rose Sister
Thank you for all the thoughtful
notes you have been sending to
me this past week. I can't wait to
find out who you are. I know
you're awesome and I know I'll
love. AZ Love. Tracy
To my Delta Zeta Secret Sister
- Well, hello out there. You have
been brightening my past two
weeks with those little secrets
you have been sending to me.
Thank you so much. I love you
and can't wait to find out who
you are. AZ Love Tracy
To my Awesome Pledge Sisters: How about them DZ
sisters! They're awesome aren't
they. Just wanted to let you all
know how much you mean to
me and wish you good luck
during exams. AZ Love. Tracy
Klrby M - Where are you? I
miss you. Let me know when
you find the next Texaco
because I might miss It! We need
to hit the Amelia Drive-In again
soon! Let's party! How about a
game for anchorman? Love
Jaime.

3rd Floor Wheeler — Have a
great summer and good luck on
exams. — The RA's.
Valery — I am awaiting our
meeting in the Housing Office
with BREATHLESS ANTICIPATION, you Sexy Ukranian
Studmuflln!! Al! my lust. Your
Healthy. Muscular. Sensitive
Olga
Cory — Hope you have a
super summer. My M.I.S. buddy.
We better get an "A" on this
paper! — Curtis
To Corey Edwards — You put
up a good race for Judicial
Board. Even though you didn't
win. you'll always have our
vote! — 3rd floor Frazer
Polly WOG — Congrats on
your new job — You will do
wonderful! Can't wait to hear
you sing at graduation — Ha!
Ha! Should be crazy. — I-ove.
What u smoking In there?
Bryic Davit — Friday at 9
a.m. You were seen doing the
walk of shame. Didl Miss the
slumber party? — Considered A
Friend
Jill — You will never be "From
a distance" in my heart. Thanks
for all your help. — Fran
Loneranger — Roses are red,
Violets are blue. You hurt your
foot again. — Anonymous
Joey - I'm going to miss you.
Love Vic
To the Sisters of Zeta - With
graduation getting close. I
wanted to let you all know how
much you mean to me. You all
are the best group of friends I
could have asked for to spend
my college years with. You've
always been there for me no
matter what, and have had an
Important and lasting impact on
my life. I have so many wonderful memories of Zeta that I
will cherish for a lifetime. I love
you all and will miss you! Keep
Zeta #1! Love Jaime
Lisa T. - Thanks for the support pledge sis! I love ya!! Looking forward to our graduation
party! Love Jaime

Jaime S. — D.T.'s Is looking
for you. They need you to clean
up the mess you made by the
Railroad Tracks. — Thank you.
Jenny Sue — Hey god mom!
You are the coolest! Have a great
week. — XK love and mine. Jen
Amy — Thanks for everything.
You're the greatest big sis ever. I
can't wait for my weekend in
Suffolk next month. I love you.
— IK Love and mine. Jen
To Our G.I. Guy — You did a
great Job tapping. Hope we can
do it again and always look up.
— From Your G.I. Girls
Jaime S. — After this weekend. I can't wait to play "I never".
— Love. J. Holmes
Jaime S. — Thursday night
was awesome. I'm sure I'll find
the key to the handcuffs soon ...
— Love. Your Pen Pal
Gllda Potry — Couldn't have
made it without you being there
for me — Thanks. Thank goodness you are graduating — You
need out of here. — Love Glngah
Jar
Now accepting entries from
anyone Interested in submitting
poetry, art. or Action for the up
coming
Guyer
for
the
1991/1992 school year. Please
send your submissions to
Andrea Sawyer Box 925 or Dr.
Challender Dept. of English. Will
be accepting throughout the
summer. Careful consideration
given to each entry.
To All Alpha Gam Seniors —
Congratulations! You guys have
done It. — You're out of here!
Good luck In your futures and
don't forget your sisters that are
still here! We love you all! — Al
pha Gam Love
Susan. Klllee. Belinda. Mllll
— Congrats!! Good luck!!
Millie and Dut. you only have
10 more days to fill your quota!
Hope It's with the Epltamy. or
The God! What will you do on
Thursdays over the Summer?
-Later. Anne

Book$
for
Ca$h

THE LONGWOOD COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
PHONE 395-2084
BU YB ACK
UlfM IDC
rlvyUnw

Thursday And Friday, May 2 And 3, 9 AM - 5 PM
Saturday, May 4, 9 AM -1 PM
Monday-Wednesday, May 6-8, 9 AM - 5 PM

Drawing For Prizes!
To be held Wednesday, May 8 at 12:00 p.m. (Longwood Students only
eligible to win.)

GRAND PRIZE:
Sharp Portable Stereo Radio, Cassette Recorder with
Compact disk player.

DAILY PRIZE:
Longwood College T-Shirt.

THE LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE WOULD LIKE
TO THANK ALL THEIR CUSTOMERS FOR
THEIR PATRONAGE OF THE PAST YEAR!!

